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adPN

:   anterior--dorsal soma cluster of uniglomerular projection neurons

AMMC

:   antennal mechanosensory and motor center

AL

:   antennal lobe

ALH

:   antennal hub (nonglomerular neuropil of the antennal lobe)

ALT

:   antennal lobe tract

AN

:   antennal nerve

AN‐Me‐SN

:   antennal nerve mechanosensory sensory neurons

AN‐OSN

:   antennal nerve olfactory sensory neurons

ap‐cre

:   anterior--posterior tract of the crepine

ax

:   axon

c

:   connector

CRE

:   crepine of the inferior medial protocerebrum

DL5 DL5

:   glomerulus

DM2 DM2

:   glomerulus

ES

:   esophagus

gl

:   glia

GL

:   antennal lobe glomerulus

iALC

:   inferior antennal lobe commissure

lPN

:   lateral soma cluster of uniglomerular projection neurons

LH

:   lateral horn

LN

:   local interneuron

lp

:   lateral passage (bundle of LN and PN primary neurites)

lALT

:   lateral antennal lobe tract

mALT

:   medial antennal lobe tract

mlALT

:   mediolateral antennal lobe tract

mPN

:   multiglomerular projection neuron

MB

:   mushroom body

MB‐ML

:   medial lobe of the mushroom body

MV

:   microvolumen

N

:   nonlabeled (nonidentified), neuronal profile

NV

:   neurite volume

OSN

:   olfactory sensory neuron

PN

:   labeled projection neuron

pN

:   primary neurite

Pe

:   perineurium

PR

:   protocerebrum

sALC

:   superior antennal lobe commissure

so

:   soma(‐ta)

sy

:   synapse, synaptic

T

:   trachea

TEM

:   transmission electron microscopy

uPN

:   uniglomerular projection neuron

VA7

:   glomerulus VA7

V

:   glomerulus V

vPN

:   ventral soma cluster of uniglomerular projection neurons

The neural circuitry of the antennal lobe (AL) of the vinegar fly *Drosophila melanogaster* is one of the principal models for the study of how chemosensory information is processed in the brain. Thus it has been investigated intensively with a variety of anatomical, physiological, and genetic methods (Stocker, [1994](#cne23966-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"}; Vosshall and Stocker, [2007](#cne23966-bib-0161){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson, [2011](#cne23966-bib-0166){ref-type="ref"}). Very little is known, however, about the synaptic circuitry, synapse structure, numbers, and identity of pre‐ and postsynaptic components of this brain center.

The olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) located in the antennae and maxillary palps send axons to the AL, where they form synapses with different types of interneurons within functional and morphological units called glomeruli (Stocker, [1994](#cne23966-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"}; Couto et al., [2005](#cne23966-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). These generic structural features of glomerular anatomy are preserved across species (Hildebrand and Shepherd, [1997](#cne23966-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}; Ache and Young, [2005](#cne23966-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Martin et al., [2011](#cne23966-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}). Olfactory glomeruli are spherical structures of synaptic neuropil that can be morphologically recognized by size, shape, and location. Their number is specific for sex and species (Rospars, [1988](#cne23966-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"}), and their physiological identity results from selective innervation by OSNs that express different odorant receptors. It is thus possible to create both spatial and functional maps of the AL. Anatomical and physiological maps have been generated for *Drosophia melanogaster* (Stocker, [2001](#cne23966-bib-0140){ref-type="ref"}; Couto et al., [2005](#cne23966-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Laissue and Vosshall, [2008](#cne23966-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}; Knaden et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}), the honeybee *Apis mellifera* (Galizia et al., [1999](#cne23966-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}), and several moth species: the turnip moth *Agotis segetum* (Hansson et al., [1992](#cne23966-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}), the tobacco budworm *Heliothis virescens* (Lofaldli et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}), the silk moth *Bombyx mori* (Namiki et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}), and the tobacco hawk moth *Manduca sexta* (el Jundi et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Grosse‐Wilde et al., [2011](#cne23966-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}).

Each of the 60 classes of OSNs projecting to discrete glomeruli in the vinegar fly (Vosshall and Stocker, [2007](#cne23966-bib-0161){ref-type="ref"}) form specific information channels, i.e., one‐to‐one connections to second‐order projection neurons (PNs) (for review, see Hong and Luo, [2014](#cne23966-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}). Two classes of OSNs, expressing odorant receptors (ORs) and ionotropic receptors (IRs), respectively, form segregated pathways into olfactory subsystems of the AL (Silbering et al., [2011](#cne23966-bib-0135){ref-type="ref"}).

Two types of cell‐lineage--specific subsets of AL output neurons constitute the principal pathways from the AL to central brain regions, such as the mushroom bodies (MBs) and the lateral horn (LH). These output elements are uniglomerular projection neurons (uPNs), with axons running in the medial antennal lobe tract (mALT) and multiglomerular projections neurons (mPNs), with axons in the mediolateral AL tract (mlALT) and the mALT (Jefferis et al., [2001](#cne23966-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [2007](#cne23966-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}; Tanaka et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0157){ref-type="ref"}; Strutz et al., [2014](#cne23966-bib-0146){ref-type="ref"}; Wang et al., [2014](#cne23966-bib-0164){ref-type="ref"}).

Inter‐ and intraglomerular information is internally processed in the AL by local interneurons (LNs) that convey information between glomeruli (Stocker, [1994](#cne23966-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"}; Ignell et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Nässel, [2009](#cne23966-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}; Hu et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}; Winther and Ignell, [2010](#cne23966-bib-0168){ref-type="ref"}). These modulatory, multiglomerular LNs interconnect the glomeruli, forming diverse subclasses of neurons with sparse and/or dense innervation of glomeruli (Okada et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}; Tanaka et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0155){ref-type="ref"}; Chou et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Seki et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}). Local interneurons can be either inhibitory, containing γ‐aminobutyric acid (GABA) (Wilson and Laurent, [2005](#cne23966-bib-0167){ref-type="ref"}) or glutamate (Liu and Wilson, [2013](#cne23966-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}), or excitatory, containing acetylcholine (Shang et al., [2007](#cne23966-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"}; Seki et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}).

Synaptic activity in ensembles of glomeruli represent a spatiotemporal odor code that depends on the combinatorial pattern of glomerular activation (Galizia and Sachse, [2010](#cne23966-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). This code is the basis of behavior.

A certain relationship between the valence (attractive vs. aversive) of an odor stimulus and the topographic region of the AL where glomeruli are activated (Knaden et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}) has been demonstrated in *D. melanogaster*. Processing in specific glomeruli can also be highly specialized for, e.g., CO~2~ (Suh et al., [2004](#cne23966-bib-0149){ref-type="ref"}; Sachse et al., [2007](#cne23966-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"}), geosmin (Kwon et al., [2006](#cne23966-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}; Stensmyr et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0137){ref-type="ref"}), or pheromone information (Hansson et al., [1991](#cne23966-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}; Agarwal and Isacoff, [2011](#cne23966-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Grosjean et al., [2011](#cne23966-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}), thereby forming part of a labeled line connectivity mediating ecologically relevant odor stimuli.

The glomeruli studied here were chosen to represent different behavioral or anatomical categories. DM2 is a glomerulus targeted by antennal ester‐specific OSNs mediating attraction in flies (de Bruyne et al., [2001](#cne23966-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Stensmyr et al., [2003](#cne23966-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"}; Pelz et al., [2006](#cne23966-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}). DL5 is innervated by antennal OSNs and is targeted by OSNs detecting odors of negative valence, such as benzaldehyde, whereas VA7 is targeted by unique OSNs from the palp. These neurons detect odors, such as 4‐methylphenol and 2‐methylphenol, of unknown function (de Bruyne et al., [1999](#cne23966-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}).

AL synaptic organization {#cne23966-sec-0002}
========================

The synaptic organization of the insect AL has been investigated in *Manduca sexta* (Sun et al., [1997](#cne23966-bib-0150){ref-type="ref"}; Lei et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}), *Periplaneta americana* (Salecker and Distler, [1990](#cne23966-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"}; Malun, [1991a](#cne23966-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}, [1991b](#cne23966-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}; Distler et al., [1998](#cne23966-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}), *Apis mellifera* (Gascuel and Masson, [1991](#cne23966-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Brown et al., [2002](#cne23966-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}), and *D. melanogaster* (Stocker et al., [1990](#cne23966-bib-0141){ref-type="ref"}; Tanaka et al., [2011](#cne23966-bib-0156){ref-type="ref"}). These studies revealed the existence of structural motifs and canonical circuits similar to those found in the olfactory bulb in vertebrates (Hildebrand and Shepherd, [1997](#cne23966-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}; Chen and Shepherd, [2005](#cne23966-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). The most prominent feature is the OSN‐to‐PN synapse, where PNs receive strong, convergent sensory input via the OSN feed‐forward synapse (Boeckh and Tolbert, [1993](#cne23966-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Stocker, [2001](#cne23966-bib-0140){ref-type="ref"}; Wilson, [2011](#cne23966-bib-0166){ref-type="ref"}). An interesting feature of the synaptic circuitry of the insect AL is the existence of reciprocal dendrodendritic synapses between PNs and LNs, providing further intra‐ and interglomerular communication (Boeckh and Tolbert, [1993](#cne23966-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Sun et al., [1997](#cne23966-bib-0150){ref-type="ref"}; Ng et al., [2002](#cne23966-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}) a feature also described in the olfactory bulb of mammals (Yuste and Tank, [1996](#cne23966-bib-0170){ref-type="ref"}; Didier et al., [2001](#cne23966-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Ache and Young, [2005](#cne23966-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}) but so far not demonstrated in flies. Spatial segregation of input and output synapses along PN fibers has been documented with electron microscopy in *Periplaneta americana* and *Manduca sexta* (Malun, [1991a](#cne23966-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}; Sun et al., [1997](#cne23966-bib-0150){ref-type="ref"}; Lei et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}), and indicated by optical imaging in *Drosophila* (Pech et al., [2015](#cne23966-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}). In the honeybee, spatial segregation of sensory input has been macroscopically well described (Kelber et al., [2006](#cne23966-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}; Nishino et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}). In this species the glomeruli are divided into two compartments: the cap and the core, which are differentially innervated by diverse sets of local interneurons (Flanagan and Mercer, [1989b](#cne23966-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Fonta et al., [1993](#cne23966-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Abel et al., [2001](#cne23966-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Meyer et al., [2013](#cne23966-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}).

Anatomical studies thus indicate local, and complex dendritic processing in insect glomeruli, whereas behavioral and physiological studies have shown that certain types of behavior can be directly linked to the function of individually identifiable glomeruli (Suh et al., [2004](#cne23966-bib-0149){ref-type="ref"}; Ibba et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}; Stensmyr et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0137){ref-type="ref"}; reviewed in Hansson and Stensmyr, [2011](#cne23966-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, the question arises of whether the synaptic circuitry is specific and different in functionally distinct and segregated subzones within the AL. Although light microscopic evidence exists for spatial and function segregation of AL neurons (Hansson et al., [1991](#cne23966-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}; Mosca and Luo, [2014](#cne23966-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}), so far it is not known whether in *Drosophil*a a single glomerulus contains specific synaptic microcircuits at the ultrastructural level.

Goal of the study {#cne23966-sec-0003}
=================

In contrast to the wealth of detailed scientific knowledge on different aspects of olfaction in *Drosophila*, our knowledge of the synaptic circuitry of olfactory centers is scarce. A deeper understanding of the function of olfactory circuits is not possible before information on types, numbers, and distribution of glomerular synapses is obtained, a task that requires the aid of the electron microscope. Here we used transgenic flies to label PNs with a membrane‐bound electron‐dense marker for transmission electron microscopy to identify synaptic sites at the electron microscope level. To identify specific glomeruli, we produced 3D models of the AL combining confocal and electron microscopy. Thus, we identified, counted, and mapped synaptic input and output sites along serially reconstructed PN branches in glomeruli VA7, DL5, and DM2. Using these methods we were able to show the segregation of input and output synapses at the dendrites of PNs and microcircuits that these PNs form with putative olfactory sensory and local interneurons.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#cne23966-sec-0004}
=====================

Fly strains {#cne23966-sec-0005}
-----------

Flies were raised on standard *Drosophila* medium diet at 25 °C under 12:12‐hour light:dark cycles. Three‐day‐old male flies (Oregon R) of the following strains were used for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments. One‐week‐old females were used for confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). The transgenic lines used in this study were: GH146‐GAL4 (UAS‐GCaMP1.3; GH146→GAL4/CyO, as a driver specific for a subset of PNs \[Stocker et al., [1997](#cne23966-bib-0142){ref-type="ref"}\], kindly provided by Reinhard Stocker; RRID:BDSC_30026 as a specific driver for PNs \[(Stocker et al., [1997](#cne23966-bib-0142){ref-type="ref"}\]); UAS‐GCaMP3.0 (RRID:BDSC_32116 \[Tian et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0158){ref-type="ref"}\]); Np1227‐GAL4 as a specific driver for local interneurons (LN1) (Okada et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}); UAS‐HRP::CD2 (P\[w{+mC}=UAS‐CD2::hrp\]2/CyO; Bloomington Stock Center) to express the enzyme horseradish peroxidase (HRP) to label the PNs for TEM tracing (Watts et al., [2004](#cne23966-bib-0165){ref-type="ref"}); and UAS‐GFP (UAS‐mCD8:GFP, kindly provided by Hiromu Tanimoto) to express green fluorescent protein (GFP) for the study of PNs with CLSM. OSN projection patterns were analyzed by using the genetically expressed markers Orco‐GAL4 (RRID:BDSC_26818; Larsson et al., [2004](#cne23966-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}) and Or22a‐GAL4 (RRID:BDSC_9951; Vosshall et al., [2000](#cne23966-bib-0162){ref-type="ref"}; Fishilevich and Vosshall, [2005](#cne23966-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). This approach was expected to be informative about potential subzones in a given glomerulus.

Immunohistochemistry {#cne23966-sec-0006}
--------------------

Immunostaining with an antibody specific for Bruchpilot (monoclonal mouse antibody nc82, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank \[DSHB\], Iowa City, IA; cat. no. nc82; RRID: AB_528108) was used for general neuropil staining. This antibody is an IgG produced by a hybridoma clone from a large library generated against *Drosophila* heads (Hofbauer et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). It recognizes two proteins of 190 and 170 kDa in western blots of homogenized *Drosophila* heads, and the loss‐of‐function in the bruchpilot gene causes loss of T‐bars at active zones (Wagh et al., [2006](#cne23966-bib-0163){ref-type="ref"}). An anti‐GFP serum was used to visualize glomerular structures in GFP‐expressing PNs in brains with genotype GH146‐GAL4, UAS‐GFP. Anti‐GFP is a rabbit polyclonal antiserum that was raised against GFP isolated directly from the jellyfish *Aequorea victoria* and purified by ion‐exchange to remove nonspecific immunoglobulins (Invitrogen, La Jolla, CA; cat. no. A11122; RRID: AB_221568). It was used at 1:1,000 dilution to enhance the GFP signal. Following incubation, the brains were washed for 60 minutes at room temperature (RT) and incubated in 1:500 goat anti‐rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (A11008) for GFP immunostaining.

Brains with a Lucifer yellow--injected projection neuron (Seki et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}) were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate‐buffered solution (PBS; 0.1 M, pH 7.4) for 30 minutes on ice. Then the brains were washed with PBS containing 0.2% Triton X‐100 (PBST) for 60 minutes (3 times for 20 minutes) at RT. After blocking in 5% normal goat serum (NGS) in PBST (PBST‐NGS) for 60 minutes at RT, the brains were coincubated with a 1:30 dilution of mouse nc82 antibody and 1:1,000 rabbit anti‐GFP in PBST for 2 days at 4 °C. Then the brains were washed for 60 minutes at RT, incubated in 1:200 goat anti‐mouse Alexa Fluor 633 (Invitrogen/Life Technologies, Eugene, OR; cat. no. A21070; RRID: AB_10562894), and coincubated with 1:500 goat anti‐rabbit Alexa Fluor 546 (Invitrogen/Life Technologies; cat. no. A11010; RRID: AB_143156) for 2 days at 4 °C. Afterwards, brains were washed again for 60 minutes and mounted in Vectashield (Vector, Burlingame, CA). For measurements of the AL neuropil and glomerular volumes, 1‐week‐old male specimens from wild‐type Canton S strains were dissected, processed as described above for nc82 staining, and incubated in anti‐mouse Alexa 488 (Invitrogen/ Life Technologies; cat. no. A11001; RRID: AB_10566289) as the secondary antibody.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy {#cne23966-sec-0007}
----------------------------------

Dual confocal image stacks were generated with a Zeiss LSM510 META confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany), equipped with a 40 × water immersion objective (C‐Apochromat, NA: 1.2, Carl Zeiss) and a 63 × water immersion objective (C‐Apochromat, NA: 1.2, Carl Zeiss). For Lucifer yellow--stained cells, the argon--drypton 488‐nm laser line was used at a voxel resolution of approximately 1.5 × 1.5 × 3 μm. For immunohistochemistry, the 543‐nm line (detected with an emission spectrum of 550--620 nm) or the 633‐nm line (detected with an emission spectrum of 650--750 nm) of the helium--neon laser was used. Images were obtained at 0.45--46‐µm intervals with the 63 × objective and at 0.49--0.55‐m intervals with the 40 × objective at a resolution of 1,024 pixels. Images from the right AL were mirror‐imaged to match those from the left AL. Confocal images were adjusted for contrast and brightness by using Amira 5.3 (Fei, Visualization Science Group; RRID: RRID nif‐0000‐00262) and Adobe Photoshop CS (RRID: SciRes_000161, SCR_002078).

In vitro 3D model of the antennal lobe {#cne23966-sec-0008}
--------------------------------------

The mapping of neuronal structures was based on dual‐channel scans of brains doubly stained for synaptic neuropil (monoclonal antibody nc82) and GH146‐GAL4--driven expression in PNs. Glomeruli and anatomical structures of the AL were reconstructed and named according to Couto et al. ([2005](#cne23966-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}), Tanaka et al. ([2012](#cne23966-bib-0157){ref-type="ref"}), and an AL atlas based on genetically labeled olfactory receptor neurons (OSNs) (Grabe et al., [2015](#cne23966-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). Interactive 3D pdf files were created following the strategy of Ruthensteiner and Hess ([2008](#cne23966-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"}) and Rybak et al. ([2010](#cne23966-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"}). The segmented structures were rendered as 3D surface models in Amira (Visage Imaging, San Diego, CA), or TrakEM2 (Cardona et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}), exported as wavefront (.obj) files, and imported to Adobe 3D reviewer (Adobe 3D extension). All digitized anatomical structures, glomeruli, and anatomical landmark structures (tracts, somata cluster) were then indexed, converted to Adobe .u3D format, and imported to Acrobat Reader Pro. The resulting interactive model was used as a reference to identify glomeruli in the 3D TEM‐based model (Supplementary Figs. S1, S2). Additionally, image registration was done manually with the transform editor of Amira using landmark glomeruli and labels (i.e., neuropil border) as fiducially marks.

Histochemistry for TEM {#cne23966-sec-0009}
----------------------

Specific neuronal types were recognized, at the TEM level, by implementing a simplified version of the method introduced by Watts et al. ([2004](#cne23966-bib-0165){ref-type="ref"}). It is based on the use of the GAL4‐UAS method (Brand and Perrimon, [1993](#cne23966-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}) to express a transgene encoding the enzyme HRP coupled to a transmembrane protein domain causing this enzyme to accumulate in the membrane of the neurons expressing the driver. The enzyme is detected with the aid of a histochemical reaction that produces an electron‐dense precipitate that is osmiophilic and results in a black staining of the membrane of the neurons expressing the transgene. The flies were anesthetized with nitric oxide (Sleeper TAS, INJECT + MATIC, Geneva, Switzerland) and decapitated with a sharp needle. After decapitation, the head was immediately dipped in 0.05% Triton X‐100 in 0.1 M Sørensen\'s phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, and transferred to a droplet of freshly prepared ice‐cooled 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M Sørensen\'s phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 (Leitch and Laurent, [1996](#cne23966-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}; here without 0.2 M sucrose) for brain dissection. With a fine forceps and a sharp needle or iris scissors, the proboscis was cut off and the back of the head opened to allow fast fixative penetration. After 5 minutes the brain was dissected out of the head case and fixed for 1.5 hours. Samples were rinsed 3 × 5 minutes in ice‐cooled 0.1 M Sørensen\'s phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, rinsed 1 × 5 minutes in 0.1 Tris buffer, and preincubated for 15 minutes in the dark at RT in a filtered 0.05% solution of 3,3′‐diaminobenzidine (DAB; Sigma Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) in 0.1 M Tris buffer, pH 7.4. The histochemical reaction was started by adding 10 µl (up to 80 µl when needed) of 1% hydrogen peroxide in the dark at RT and was visually inspected every few minutes between 30 and 60 minutes, until staining of the antennal lobes was obtained. Then samples were rinsed 4 × 5 minutes in 0.1 M Tris buffer at room temperature and 2 × 5 minutes in distilled water, postfixed for 1 hour in an aqueous 1% solution of osmium tetroxide, and rinsed 3 × 5 minutes in distilled water. The samples were dehydrated in a gradual series of ethanol (25, 50, 70, 80, 90, 95, and 100%) and gradual series of resin (Durcupan ACM embedding kit, Fluka) in ethanol (1:3, 1:1, 3:1) and embedded in pure resin overnight. Finally, samples were placed in molds with pure resin for polymerization at 60 °C for 48 hours.

Serial sectioning and transmission electron microscopy {#cne23966-sec-0010}
------------------------------------------------------

Semithin sections (average thickness 150 nm) were cut along the coronal plane of the brain with a diamond knife (Histojumbo, Diatome, Hatfield, PA), mounted on microscope slides, stained with 1% boracic toluidine blue, and used to localize appropriate sites for ultrastructural analysis. Serial ultrathin sections (average thickness 50 nm) were cut with a diamond knife (Ultra 35 °, Diatome) on a Reichert‐Jung (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) Ultracut E ultramicrotome, collected on single slot grids, and dried on 25% Pioloform BM18 support film. The ultrathin sections were studied without poststaining. Electron microscopy was performed on Zeiss EM 900 and CEM 902A as well as Jeol (Freising, Germany) JEM 1400 transmission electron microscopes. Images were acquired in different ways according to the instrumentation. Digital micrographs were obtained using either the Zeiss CEM 902A equipped with a FastScan‐F114B digital camera (Tietz Video and Image Processing Systems, Gauting, Germany) or for acquiring the series predominantly the Jeol JEM 1400 with a Gatan Orius SC 1000 CCD camera (Gatan, Munich, Germany). The resulting DRM raw files from the latter were converted into tif format. After resampling, they were imported to Amira (Visage Imaging), or TrakEM2, a plug‐in of open‐source ImageJ, Fiji (RRID: SciRes_000137, SCR_002285) (Cardona et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}).

3D ultrastructural model of the antennal lobe {#cne23966-sec-0011}
---------------------------------------------

Low‐magnification TEM images were used to produce a 3D model of the AL (Supplementary Fig. S2). Panoramic views were collected for the entire AL on the right half of the brain starting at approximately 10 µm of its anterior surface. The resin block was cut from anterior to posterior, along an axis perpendicular to the anterior--posterior body axis with an approximate tilt of 10 degrees toward dorsal and a slight lateral tilting. The collection of panoramic views was started at the level of the DA2 glomerulus at approximately 5--10 µm from the anterior surface of the AL. Photos were either acquired digitally (see above) or made on TEM plates using Kodak EM film (Carestream® Kodak® EM film \# 4489, Sigma) at the Zeiss EM 900 (courtesy of M. Westermann, EMZ, Jena, Germany), resulting in approximately one series of 40‐section series with a z‐resolution of approximately 1 µm. TEM plates were digitized with a scanner. After the images were imported to TrakEM software (RRID:nlx_151924, SCR_008954) and affine alignment of the sections, prominent anatomical structures (AL nerve, the antennal lobe tracts \[ALTs\], neuronal soma, neuropil, glomeruli, and tracheoles) were reconstructed. The borders of the glomeruli were recognized by incoming large fibers, partial glial wrapping, whirling fiber pattern, adjacent tracts, and other neuroanatomical features. The identity of individual glomeruli in the TEM reconstruction was aided by the use of the CLSM model (in vitro 3D AL model, Supplementary Fig. S1) -- 3D models of the antennal lobe and the spatial distribution of synapses in identified glomeruli synaptic circuitry will be available online at <http://www.ice.mpg.de/ext/suppl-rybak.html>.

Alignment of image stacks for high‐resolution EM {#cne23966-sec-0012}
------------------------------------------------

TEM photographs were sorted as z‐stacks, resampled in xy resolution, and aligned along the z‐axis using the Landmark Editor in TrakEM2. Image series were prepared at different lateral resolution. After each of the high‐resolution image stacks was aligned, two columns at TEM magnification 12,000 × and three columns at 20,000 × magnification were created using automated transformation algorithms, and the labeled PN profiles were subsequently segmented using the Segmentation Editor of TrakEM2 (Fiji). Using a sparse reconstruction technique, genetically labeled PN profiles containing blackened membranes were identified and traced in consecutive sections. Additional, nonlabeled profiles were also traced from dense reconstruction of synaptic networks in some regions.

Virtual objects for each profile ("area list") were created using an ImageJ‐Fiji (<http://fiji.sc/Fiji>) plug‐in, TrakEM2 ([http://www.ini.uzh.ch/∼acardona/trakem2.html](http://www.ini.uzh.ch/~acardona/trakem2.html)). Synapses were marked with "ball" objects for pre‐ and postsynaptic parts of the synapse, and "connectors" were used to define synaptic configurations, i.e., the number of postsynaptic profiles opposing a presynaptic density, to document the number and location of postsynaptic sites for a given presynaptic element (see Fig. [8](#cne23966-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}). To define morphometric features such as neuron shape (axiform for smooth, dendritiform for thin, and globular, or varicose‐bearing arborizations), terms were taken from Cardona et al. ([2010b](#cne23966-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). For determining neurite length, branching order, and branching points of segmented profiles, data were exported from the 3D viewer of ImageJ‐Fiji either in .stl file format or as an Amira label field to Amira software for surface rendering using the Label Editor and SurfaceGen function of Amira. Digital data were then converted into a Skeleton graph by a simple threshold segmentation of the binary label file using the Autoskeleton function of Amira. Alternatively, these values were derived by the "treeline" construct of TrakEM2. Dendrograms of the PN profiles of the DL5 glomerulus were manually designed as a network diagram using E‐draw ([www.edrawsoft.com/](http://www.edrawsoft.com/)) and finally adjusted in Adobe Illustrator.

Counting synaptic profiles in identified glomeruli {#cne23966-sec-0013}
--------------------------------------------------

TEM digital micrographs were taken at magnifications of either 12,000 × and 15,000×, spanning the whole diameter of the glomeruli, or at 20,000 × to study regions of interest in the glomeruli. For some synapses additional images were made at higher magnification (50,000×). For each glomerulus (VA7, DL5, and DM2) a z‐series was done including 180 sections each approximately 50 nm thick and thus spanning 9 µm along the z‐axis, following predefined profiles in two or three subregions of the glomerulus. We performed both sparse reconstruction (on single‐labeled PN profiles) and dense reconstruction (including also unlabeled profiles) in all three glomeruli. All segmented profiles were named according to their cell type: projection neurons (PNs), putative olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs), and putative local interneurons (LNs), respectively, with an ascending number, e.g., PN1, PN2, LN1, LN2, and so on. Synaptic counts were given as the number of presynaptic sites (output synapse) and postsynaptic sites (input synapse), or both, for each neuron profile. The volumetric synaptic density is provided as synapses per neurite volume (NV), and synapses per neurite surface. The ratio was given by the number of synaptic output‐to‐input sites for a given neuron. The average of synapses along neuron arbors was given as synapse/µm for some selected profiles. Thus, synaptic measurement for all glomeruli are given as number, classified as either input or output synapses with regard to the labeled neuron profile in which the synapse was identified. The data were compiled in an Excel (Microsoft) table as the number of synaptic sites per volume (sy/µm^3^), per surface area (sy/µm^2^), and per length of neuron (sy/µm) (see Table [3](#cne23966-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}, and Supplementary Figs. S3--S8).

Additionally, volumetric synaptic counts in defined subregions for all, i.e., labeled and nonlabeled profiles, were made in six microvolumes (MVs) in the center and the periphery of the glomeruli of interest. All series were coded and analyzed blind as to the glomerulus identity. Each MV measured 2 × 2 × 2 µm = 8 µm^3^, giving a total volume of 48 µm^3^ per glomerulus were studied in this way.

Length analysis {#cne23966-sec-0014}
---------------

Selected profiles and assembly of synaptic sites were reconstructed in TrakEM2 and exported as label to Amira 5.6 (Fei). The surface rendered constructs were resampled and smoothed, and then a centerline was determined that rendered the branching points and length of the neurite profiles.

Nonlabeled profiles {#cne23966-sec-0015}
-------------------

In some cases, non‐HRP--labeled profiles were identified as putative LNs or OSNs according to their cellular features such as vesicle type, synaptic density, cellular shape, and location within the glomerulus (see Results). In the following, we refer to them as putative LN‐type and OSN‐type profiles. Please note that this identification is still hypothetical. Otherwise, nonlabeled profiles were designated as N, standing for nonlabeled and nonidentified profiles.

Synaptic configuration and synaptic connectivity {#cne23966-sec-0016}
------------------------------------------------

To estimate the network connectivity between labeled, identified cell types (PNs) and putative OSN and LN cells, and between other nonidentified cells, we determined in selected profiles whether a presynaptic site would contact (or was opposed to) a labeled PN profile, a putative OSN‐, or LN‐type cell, or an unlabeled profile (N profile). To estimate the degree of connectivity, all postsynaptic profiles (labeled PNs and nonlabeled profiles) for a given presynaptic density were counted and designed as a connector (see Fig. [4](#cne23966-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A and Tables in Supplementary Figs. S3--S8). The postsynaptic profiles were not traced retrogradely.

The raw data for synaptic numbers and synaptic configurations for each neuron type can be found in the 3D pdf file of the respective glomeruli, VA7, DL5,and DM2 (Supplementary Figs. S3--S8).

Axon profile counting {#cne23966-sec-0017}
---------------------

At the dorsomedial exit of the AL where the medial and mediolateral tract (ALTs) carry axons to the protocerebrum, all HRP‐labeled PN profiles were counted using the Landmark Editors in Amira software in a series of 10 consecutive TEM sections. This procedure was performed independently by three experimenters with similar results.

Image segmentation {#cne23966-sec-0018}
------------------

Digitized TEM photographs were imported to open source software ImageJ/Fiji (<http://fiji.sc/Fiji>; Schindelin et al., 2012) with the plug‐in TrakEM2 or to Amira. Image contrast was enhanced by adjusting the histograms. Segmentation of structures of interest was done with Fiji using the indexing system of the TrakEM2 module that allows the hierarchical order of neuronal features (glomerulus--neuron--synapses) and thus eventually facilitates network analysis. Reconstructed neuron profiles and their synaptic configuration were visualized using the TrakEM2 3D viewer and were exported as wavefront (.obj.) or universal 3D (.u3D) format, indexed, sorted in 3D Reviewer of Acrobat, and converted to Adobe Acrobat pdf format. For visualization, files were exported as .wrl files to Amira. Interactive models were used during reconstruction as an aid and are presented as interactive 3D model.

Glomerular volume measurements {#cne23966-sec-0019}
------------------------------

The measure of volume and surface, and the number of synapses and connectors of all segmented neuronal profiles at the TEM level were obtained in TrakEM2 and indexed and statistically evaluated in Excel. To relate, and to normalize, these PN measurements to *Drosophila* brain structures, the volumes of the glomeruli of interest and the AL volume including the nonglomerular hub were measured in males (*n* = 6). Independently, the complete brain volume, brain areas, and identified glomeruli of interest (DM2, DL5, and VA7) volume were measured in females (*n* = 5) from confocal images (data not shown).

Intracellular marking and analysis of single neurons {#cne23966-sec-0020}
----------------------------------------------------

Single‐neuron analysis of PNs and LNs (data provided by Y. Seki, Tokyo University of Pharmacy and Life Sciences, Tokyo, Japan) was done using dual‐channel confocal scans of brains stained with nc82 and costained intracellularly with Lucifer Yellow (Seki et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}), to measure the neuronal and glomerular volume and the innervation pattern of the glomeruli of interest. Neurons were reconstructed using Amira software with a custom‐made SkeletonGraph tool (Evers et al., [2005](#cne23966-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). The morphologies of PNs and LNs were matched in the glomeruli of interest using imaging registration methods (Rybak et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"}). OSN projection patterns were analyzed using genetically expressed markers (Orco‐GAL4; RRID:BDSC_26818; Larsson et al., [2004](#cne23966-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}) and Or22a‐GAL4; RRID:BDSC_9951; Vosshall et al., [2000](#cne23966-bib-0162){ref-type="ref"}; Fishilevich and Vosshall, [2005](#cne23966-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}).

Nomenclature and data repositories {#cne23966-sec-0021}
----------------------------------

Anatomical directions are given according to the neuraxis. As a digital visual reference system, *Drosophila* brain atlases from Chiang et al. ([2011](#cne23966-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}), Jenett et al. ([2012](#cne23966-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}), and Shinomiya et al. ([2011](#cne23966-bib-0133){ref-type="ref"}) were used. Atlases of the *D. melanogaster* AL (Couto et al., [2005](#cne23966-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Grabe et al., [2015](#cne23966-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}) were used for glomeruli nomenclature. Brain anatomy nomenclature was decided using the terminology from BrainName (Ito et al., [2014](#cne23966-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}) and the *Drosophila* Brain Atlas at Virtual Fly Brain ([www.virtualflybrain.org/site/vfb_site/home.htm](http://www.virtualflybrain.org/site/vfb_site/home.htm)).

RESULTS {#cne23966-sec-0022}
=======

Our study is based on a series of approximately 800 consecutive ultrathin sections spanning the entire AL of a 3‐day‐old male *Drosophila* fly studied with TEM. Low‐magnification TEM images (Fig. [1](#cne23966-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) were used together with images made with CLSM (Fig. [2](#cne23966-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). This correlative approach reinforced the validity of the 3D models of the AL generated with either CLSM or TEM, and provided the basis for the fine‐scale analysis of synaptic structures performed on high‐magnification TEM images at identified glomerular locations. Labeled PNs as well as nonlabeled profiles (N) of AL neurons were reconstructed, and their synaptic configuration, i.e., input (postsynaptic sites) and output (presynaptic sites) in glomeruli VA7, DL5, and DM2, was identified and mapped. In addition, to account for the overall synaptic density, all presynaptic sites were counted in six microvolumes distributed within these glomeruli.

![Panoramic view of antennal lobe (AL) organization in the adult brain of *Drosophila melanogaster*. **A**: Transverse TEM section (perpendicular to the body axis) of the right AL at low magnification for general orientation. Layers of neuronal somata (so) surround the central neuropil. The outer border is confined by the perineurium (PE) and an extracellular matrix termed the basal lamina (BL; black arrowheads). The AL neuropil is surrounded by a thin glial layer (black dashed line), and bundles of olfactory sensory fibers emanating from the antennal nerve (white arrowheads in A and OSN in D). Tracheoles (T; respiratory tubes) are found in this zone but not inside the glomeruli (GL). The antennal nerve with sensory fibers originating on the antenna enters the AL ventrolaterally and is composed of mechanosensory (AN--MeSN) and chemosensory (AN--OSN) axonal bundles. Glomerular boundaries are faintly visible, but partly recognized by the arrangement of fiber bundles at their periphery (GL; indicated by white dashed lines). This section is approximately 15 µm from the anterior surface of the AL and one in a series of 50 sections that was used to construct a 3D model of glomeruli and landmark structures (see also Fig. [2](#cne23966-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}D,E). The VA7 glomerulus is colored in green. adPN, anterior--dorsal soma layer; ax, axon; so, soma; gl, glia; GL, glomerulus; d, dorsal; l, lateral. **B**: TEM section of the same AL at a more posterior level, approximately 25 µm from the anterior surface of the AL. The glomeruli are indicated with the color code of the 3D reconstruction presented in Figure [2](#cne23966-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. Glomeruli VA7 (indicated in 1A), DL5, and DM2 were subjected to a high‐resolution analysis of synaptic connectivity. ALH, central, nonglomerular AL neuropil; AN, antennal nerve; CRE, crepine; ap‐cre, anterior--posterior tract of the crepine; iALC, inferior antennal lobe commissure; MB--ML, medial lobe of the mushroom body; mALT, median antennal lobe tract; sALC, superior antennal lobe commissure. **C--E**: Examples of the black labeling of neuronal membranes of projection neurons used in this study (ectopic expression of a membrane‐bound form of horseradish peroxidase \[HRP\]; see Materials and Methods). Note the patchy appearance of the labeling. **C**: The arrows indicate HRP labeling of the membrane of PN somata (so) and primary neurites (pN) of the anterior--dorsal somata cluster (ad‐PN in A). **D**: HRP membrane labeling of primary neurites (pN) of the adPN cluster (arrows). Proximal to the border of the AL neuropil (dashed line), an interrupted zone of olfactory sensory neuron (OSN) fibers is followed by the proper synaptic neuropil of the glomerulus (GL) with labeled PN profiles (arrowhead). **E**: In the central AL (ALH in B), labeled axonal processes of PNs (arrowhead and black stars) adjacent to nonlabeled profiles (blue stars) are shown. Scale bar = 10 µm in A; 5 µm in B; 1 µm in C; 2 µm in D; = 0.5 µm in E.](CNE-524-1920-g001){#cne23966-fig-0001}

![**A**: 3D digital model of the adult antennal lobe (AL) glomeruli in *Drosophila melanogaster* based on confocal microscopy and two fluorescent markers. Glomeruli are colored and named after Grabe et al. ([2015](#cne23966-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). The glomeruli studied here are the VA7, the DL5, and the DM2 (underlined). The VA1d, DA1, and V are landmark glomeruli. The model is available online (Supplementary Fig. S1). **B**: Confocal image showing the AL neuropil stained with a synaptic marker (nc82, green channel) and PN neurons labeled with GFP (blue channel). Superimposed are some segmented and 3D surface‐rendered structures, to illustrate how the 3D model was used during our study. The glomeruli (DM2, DL5, and VA7) and landmark structures are indicated: a lateral somata cluster of projection neurons (lPN), the lateral passage (lp), a bundle of primary neurites emanating from the lPN (black arrow) and a local interneuron somata cluster, and the V glomerulus (V). **C**: Volume rendering of an AL confocal scan in a horizontal view. Identified glomeruli DL5 and DM2 are encircled. **D,E**: A 3D TEM model of the antennal lobe in the adult *Drosophila* male. A posterior (**D**) and anterior (**E**) view of anatomical features generated by the 3D reconstructions of TEM serial sections shown in surface‐rendered mode. The three glomeruli studied here (DL5, DM2, and VA7) are depicted along with landmark structures. Major tracts are the median antennal lobe tract (mALT), the antennal nerve (AN), the primary neurite bundle stemming from the anterior--dorsal somata cluster (black arrow), the lateral passage (lp), the superior antennal lobe commissure (sALC), and the anterior--posterior tract of the crepine (ap‐cre). ALH, antennal hub (a nonglomerular neuropil of the antennal lobe); AMMC, antennal mechanosensory and motor center; adPN, ipsilateral anterior--dorsal somata cluster; CRE, crepine; vPN, ventral PN somata cluster; d, dorsal; p, posterior, l, lateral. The complete 3D TEM model is available online (Supplementary Fig. S2). Scale bar = 20 µm in A--C and D,E.](CNE-524-1920-g002){#cne23966-fig-0002}

The basic organization of the AL of *D. melanogaster* has been described in detail at the level of fluorescence microscopy (review, see Vosshall and Stocker, [2007](#cne23966-bib-0161){ref-type="ref"}). The AL contains approximately 50--54 different and identifiable glomeruli (Couto et al., [2005](#cne23966-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}), innervated by approximately 1,200 receptor neurons (OSNs) (Stocker et al., [1997](#cne23966-bib-0142){ref-type="ref"}), the majority of which originate in the ipsilateral third antennal segment and the maxillary palp (Vosshall et al., [2000](#cne23966-bib-0162){ref-type="ref"}).

The overall organization of the AL at the ultrastructural level is shown in Figure [1](#cne23966-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A and B. The outer surface of the AL (facing the hemocoel, outside the brain) is covered by a glial sheath (the perineurium) that covers the entire brain (Fig. [1](#cne23966-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A), which itself is covered by an extracellular matrix often termed the basal lamina (Stork et al., [2008](#cne23966-bib-0145){ref-type="ref"}). Clusters of neuronal somata are located beneath the perineurium at the lateral, medial, and ventral side of the AL (Fig. [1](#cne23966-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A,C). They project their primary neurites into a central neuropil made of neuronal fibers of different origin and diameter. Thin axonal profiles from OSNs (AN_OSN and OSN in Fig. [1](#cne23966-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) reach the AL neuropil along the antennal and palp nerve (Fig. [1](#cne23966-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A,B; the latter is not shown here). Bundles of primary neurites projecting into the AL neuropil provide useful landmarks (such as the lateral passage). The AL glomeruli enclose a core of nonglomerular neuropil termed "the antennal lobe hub" (ALH in Fig. [1](#cne23966-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B) (Ito et al., [2014](#cne23966-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}) consisting of primary neurites and axons of other AL neurons. Tracheoles (respiratory tubes) were found in the AL soma layer and could be traced into the subjacent layer of OSN fiber bundles (T and arrowheads, respectively, in Fig. [1](#cne23966-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A). The AL tracheoles had a diameter ranging from 0.3 to 1 µm and did not penetrate the glomeruli. Some fine tracheoles were also found associated with tracts, such as the mediolateral antennal lobe tract (mALT), and in the soma rind of the AL. At the medial side of the AL (toward the esophagus), the neuropil was close to the perineurium, only separated in parts by a single layer of neuronal soma and glial cells. In the center of the AL, the nonglomerular neuropil, or antennal hub (ALH), we found large axons that were not HRP labeled (diameter from 1.5 up to 3.5 µm) of unknown origin (named ax in Fig. [1](#cne23966-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A). The remainder of the ALH was filled with bundles of primary neurites of AL neurons (LNs and PNs) and axons of the PN that formed the mALT, which in the AL fused with fibers of the mediolateral antennal lobe tract (mlALT) (Fig. [1](#cne23966-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B). These axon bundles were traced to the posterior--medial exit of the AL and were counted at high magnification (see below, and Fig. [3](#cne23966-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). The fiber diameter of these axons ranged between 0.5 and 1.5 µm. The thinnest fiber diameters were measured for the primary neurites: 0.1--0.5 µm.

![Mapping and ultrastructure of the median antennal lobe tract (mALT). **A**: Confocal image of the right antennal lobe (AL) in a fly expressing GFP driven by GAL4‐GH146 in projection neurons and superimposed onto a 3D image of segmented and surface‐rendered neuronal structures labeled with the same driver. The three studied glomeruli (DM2, DL5, and VA7) and other relevant landmarks are depicted, such as the lateral projection neuron (PN) soma cluster (lPN), the ventral PN soma cluster (vPN), and the median AL tract (mALT). **B**: Ultrathin section across the AL approximately 50 µm parallel to the anterior AL surface (see inset B in A). The axons from a subpopulation of projection neurons running in the mALT are genetically labeled with HRP (black arrow) and are marked with red dots. Non‐HRP--labeled axons are marked in yellow. The mALT contained 146 axons, of which 86 were HRP‐labeled PNs (black arrow). The boundary of the mALT is wrapped by glia processes (darker cytoplasm is indicated by black arrowheads). White arrows indicate tracheoles. **C,D**: TEM images of cross sections at about 25 µm (C) and and 45 µm (D) below the anterior surface of the antennal lobe. **C**: The structure and borders of glomeruli are visible (e.g., dashed white line for the DM5 and shaded blueish area for the DC1 glomerulus). Adjacent structures, such as bundles of thin olfactory sensory cells (OSNs; black dashed line), glial cells (gl), and trachea (T) serving as landmark structures helped to define the glomerular borders. Note also the whirling bundles of neurites and single axons (white arrowheads) marking glomerular boundaries. **D**: TEM image of a cross section of the mALT at the exit of the tract from the AL to the protocerebral lobe (PL) in the posterior AL, and approximately 1 µm posterior to the level depicted in B. At this level, uni‐ and multiglomerular PNs run together in one bundle (arrow, mALT). Note the strong HRP labeling of the mALT axons. AL, antennal lobe; ALH, antennal lobe hub; adPN, anterior--dorsal cluster of GAL4‐GH146 labeled PNs; ap‐cre, anterior‐posterior tract of the crepine; ES, esophagus; g, glia; GL, glomerulus; iALC, inner antennal lobe commissure; mALT, median antennal lobe tract; l, lateral; lPN, lateral PN cluster; PL, protocerebral lobe; T, tracheole; vPN, ventral PN cluster; pN, primary neurite; V, VA7, DL5, DM2, identified glomeruli; sALC, superior antennal lobe commissure; d, dorsal; l, lateral. Scale bar in A and D =10 µm, in B = 1 µm, in C 0.5 µm,.](CNE-524-1920-g003){#cne23966-fig-0003}

At higher magnifications the PNs were easily identified by the electron‐dense staining (black in TEM images) of their membrane obtained by the enzymatic reaction of the membrane‐bound HRP, which is exclusively expressed in a subset of projection neurons in flies of the GH146‐GAL4 line (see Materials and Methods, and below). This black staining outlined the somata (Fig. [1](#cne23966-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C), primary neuritis, and dendritic and axonal parts (Fig. [1](#cne23966-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}D,E). The examples shown in Figure [1](#cne23966-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C--E belong to the anterior--dorsal GH146 PN cluster (Stocker et al., [1997](#cne23966-bib-0142){ref-type="ref"}).

Correlative light and electron microscopy: the GH146‐nc82 AL model and the ultrastructural 3D model {#cne23966-sec-0023}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In *Manduca sexta* and other insects (Oland and Tolbert, [2003](#cne23966-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}), the AL glomeruli are distinctly outlined by glial sheaths, but this is not the case in *Drosophila* (present study). We therefore employed correlative light and electron microscopy for an unambiguous identification of glomeruli. Toward this aim, we compared TEM images in which PN neurons of the GH146‐GAL4 line were labeled with HRP and CLSM images of brains in which the GH146‐PNs expressed GFP and the synaptic sites were labeled with monoclonal antibody nc82 (Fig. [2](#cne23966-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B,C) (see Materials and Methods for details of genotypes). Reconstructions with confocal microscopy of brains double‐labeled in this way were used to generate a 3D CLSM map (Fig. [2](#cne23966-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A). The GH146‐nc82 3D model (AL‐LM) (Fig. [2](#cne23966-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) derived from CLSM sections was compared with current models of the AL by matching landmark structures and the relative position of glomeruli through image registration (data not shown). In parallel, a 3D TEM map was constructed from a series of 50 consecutive TEM sections at intervals of 1 µm throughout the AL (with the exception of the most anterior part of the AL; Fig. [2](#cne23966-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}D,E). These two models are rendered as 3D PDF models and shown in Supplementary Figures S1 and S2.

The AL 3D‐TEM model is shown as surface rendering with annotated landmarks in Figure [2](#cne23966-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}D and E and can be observed from different angles in the interactive 3D model (Supplementary Fig. S2). The three glomeruli under study are shown in posterior (Fig. [2](#cne23966-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}D) and anterior (Fig. [2](#cne23966-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}E) views. A critical and important step was the definition of the border of each glomerulus at the ultrastructural level. Under TEM observation, the borders of *D. melanogaster* glomeruli can be identified by the arrangement of sensory fibers, as they circumscribe and penetrate the glomerulus, as whirling bundles of OSN axons. Most clearly they were seen at the periphery of the AL neuropil, by the entrance of thicker profiles from AL neurons at the glomerular border, and by the glial sheath, which, although extremely thin and relatively patchy, is clearly recognizable in some places. Tracheoles and large axons (\>2 µm) were absent in the glomeruli (Figs. [1](#cne23966-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C, [3](#cne23966-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C).

The identification of each glomerulus was also aided by its relative position and size in our 3D models (Fig. [2](#cne23966-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) and by a recently published in vivo brain atlas of the AL based on genetically labeled OSN receptor input used to integrate information, to add newly described glomeruli (Grabe et al., [2015](#cne23966-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}).

The axons of the PNs expressing the GH146‐GAL4 driver were identified at the LM level by their specific expression of GFP (Fig. [3](#cne23966-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A; see Materials and Methods) and at the TEM level by their black membrane staining (Fig. [3](#cne23966-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B; see Materials and Methods). In TEM sections, we confirmed that some of the PNs expressing the HRP labeling indeed innervated glomeruli DM2, DL5, and VA7. The primary neurites of uniglomerular projection neurons (uPNs) and multiglomerular projection neurons (mPNs) bundled in the ALH at the center of the AL. Here, they divided, each sending a neurite to a glomerulus and an axon to the posterior--medial exit of the AL (Fig. [3](#cne23966-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A). The axons merged at about 50 µm from the anterior AL surface as a distinct medial antennal lobe tract (mALT) seen in cross sections at the exit of the AL (Fig. [3](#cne23966-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}D). In a TEM series at higher magnification, 146 PN axons were counted in this tract, of which 86 exhibited black membrane staining (Fig. [3](#cne23966-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B). This number is very similar to that reported in a study in which PN axons were labeled with GFP using the same driver and counted with light microscopy (Jefferis et al., [2001](#cne23966-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}).

The axons in the mALT were of different diameters, suggesting different classes of neurons, originating in the PN clusters adPN, lPN, or vPN. The thinnest axons had a diameter ranging between 0.2 and 0.5 µm; medium‐sized axons were between 0.5 and 1.5 µm; and large axons were up to 2.5 µm in diameter. The thin axons were found in ventral and lateral positions, and the large axons occupied a medial and dorsal position in the tract. The latter might have their origin in either the lPN or adPN GH146 somata clusters.

Identification of synapses on labeled PN profiles in three glomeruli {#cne23966-sec-0024}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

With the aid of the correlative method explained above, synapses were identified and mapped along profiles of labeled PNs and traced and studied with TEM in glomeruli VA7, DL5, and DM2 at three magnifications: in one column (i.e., a collection of serial sections aligned along the z‐axis) at magnification 12,000 × in the VA7 glomerulus and in two columns at magnification 15,000 × in glomeruli DM2 and DL5. Additionally, three columns at magnification 20,000 × were analyzed in the VA7 glomerulus.

The analysis of the VA7 glomerulus derives from a series of 150 sections each 50 nm thick and spanning 7.5 µm of AL tissue in the anterior--posterior direction and 12 µm in the medial--lateral direction. The volume of the sample in which PN tracings and synapses were recorded thus corresponded to approximately 780 µm^3^ and was about two‐thirds of the size of the entire lateral part of the VA7, as measured from confocal scans (approximately 1,340 µm^3^; *n* = 12, for *n* = 6 male AL). In addition, the data for glomeruli DM2 and the DL5 were obtained from a collection of serial sections representing a part of the total volume of each glomerulus (Fig. [14](#cne23966-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"}B).

The borders of glomeruli VA7, DL5, and DM2 were determined principally by spatial alignment of the CLSM model of the AL onto our 3D TEM model (Fig. [2](#cne23966-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Then, starting at the glomeruli periphery, labeled and large PN profiles were numbered, traced, and segmented from proximal to distal and along consecutive sections (Fig. [4](#cne23966-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B,C, Supplementary Fig. S3). It was then generally possible to trace them even to the thinnest ramifications. Accurate PN profile tracing was facilitated by the presence of black membrane staining even in the smallest of the labeled profiles (as thin as 100 nm, and below) and the continuity of mitochondrial profiles along consecutive sections. This method was applied many times in each of the three glomeruli by different investigators, and thereafter the individual tracings were checked against each other for confirmation.

![Synaptic structure and distribution of projection neurons (PNs) and olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) of the antennal lobe. **A**: Definition of synaptic structures that were used in this study to depict synaptic number, synaptic configuration, and connectivity of PNs to unlabeled profiles (N, and N1--N6). PNs are either presynaptic (pre) to their postsynaptic partners (here: PN forms a tetrad to N1--N4) or postsynaptic (here: members of a triad, with N as the presynaptic input to N5, N6, and PN). The red and yellow dots symbolize pre‐ and postsynaptic densities (pre and post, respectively). The connector (c) defines the synaptic configuration (c1: tetrad and c2: triad). **B**: Examples of the distribution of PN (PN3a, PN4) and OSN profiles in the VA7 glomerulus, and their synaptic connectivity. OSN cells form elongated synapses (encircled); also see the inset (c), which symbolizes the OSN connector to PN and other postsynaptic cells (yellow dots). In some areas, OSNs form a high‐density accumulation of output synapses (red dots).**C**: The location of projection neurons (PN3A, PN4, and so on) and the distribution of their synaptic sites within the VA7 glomerulus (frontal view). Depicted are all profiles of PNs segmented in the study that in sum cover the entire diameter of the glomerulus. In the lower right part of the figure the distribution of all pre‐and postsynaptic sites of VA7‐ PNs of this study are shown. **D**: Pattern of glomerular innervation by OSN terminals in the AL. Upper part: high‐resolution confocal scan of OSN fibers forming subdomains within the glomeruli. Lower part: OSN axonal terminals bearing large synaptic boutons (arrowhead). The arrows indicate glomerular zones devoid of OSN innervation. AL, antennal lobe; AN, antennal nerve; v, ventral; l, lateral. Scale bar = 20 µm in D, upper part; 5 µm, lower part.](CNE-524-1920-g004){#cne23966-fig-0004}

Synaptic structure {#cne23966-sec-0025}
------------------

The ultrastructure of synapses is defined by active zones, consisting of two membranes with enhanced electron density aligned in parallel and, on the presynaptic site, an electron‐dense structure associated with a cluster of vesicles. In insects, the most common type of presynaptic density is a synaptic ribbon termed the T‐bar (Trujillo‐Cenoz, [1969](#cne23966-bib-0159){ref-type="ref"}; Fröhlich, [1985](#cne23966-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; Meinertzhagen, [1996](#cne23966-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}). The T‐bar is composed of a pedestal and a platform, or table‐top, forming a cytoplasmic matrix with two major molecular components, the proteins Bruchpilot (in the table‐top) and Rim (in the pedestal), which are essential for neurotransmitter release (Wagh et al., [2006](#cne23966-bib-0163){ref-type="ref"}; Fouquet et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}; Liu et al., [2011](#cne23966-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}). Interestingly, we also found T‐bars with a very elongated platform (up to 1.5 µm in length) standing on several pedestals. These presynaptic sites were opposed to several postsynaptic profiles (up to 20), and were found in a specific class of nonlabeled profiles (putative OSNs; see the Nonlabeled neuronal profiles section in Results (Figs. [4](#cne23966-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B, [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}). The simple T‐bars were opposed to two, three, four, or five, i.e., dyads, triads, tetrads, and pentads, respectively) or, rarely, even more postsynaptic elements. The tetrad constellation was the most frequently found along PN fibers.

![Cell types and synaptic configurations in the VA7 glomerulus. **A**: TEM micrograph of HRP‐labeled projection neurons (PNs) and nonlabeled cell types (putative olfactory sensory neuron \[OSN\] and local interneuron \[LN\] profiles). Segmented profiles are colored and were followed throughout a series of about 100 sections. The presence of presynaptic densities or T‐bars and postsynaptic sites is marked by red and yellow dots, respectively. PN profiles are recognized by their stained (black) membrane (arrowheads in profiles PN4) and their cytoplasmic features. They form boutons (swellings, asterisk in PN5, PN4) along their dendrites, bearing presynaptic sites ( = output synapses; red dots) and postsynaptic sites (yellow dots) in their spiny processes. Note the abundance of large mitochondria in PN boutons (e.g., PN5). Large neurites of the PNs are filled with microtubules (mt). Nonlabeled OSN‐type cells (e.g., OSN1c) are characterized by dense, dark cytoplasm filled with small vesicles. They mostly form output synapses onto the spiny processes of PN and on other cell types (indicated by red dots in the OSN1c profile). Presynaptic T‐bars and two types of vesicles, small clear vesicles and larger, dark vesicles (white arrows in LN9), characterize the LN‐type profiles. They form reciprocal synaptic connections to the PN neurons (here: PN5 and LN8). The synaptic connections of the OSN‐ and LN‐type are shown in more detail in Figures [6](#cne23966-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#cne23966-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}. **B**: digital reconstruction of a projection neuron profile (PN4) traced from the periphery (dashed line) to the center of glomerulus VA7. The distribution of PN4 input sites and output sites are shown by yellow and red dots, respectively. The output synapses of the PN4 are configured mainly as tetrads (t = red output connector). From proximal (upon their entrance to the glomerulus, white arrow) to distal toward the center, PN4 domains of mixed input/output synapses (do2) and zones with solely input sites (do3) were found. OSN: connector of an OSN‐type cell indicates many postsynaptic targets, including PN4 postsynaptic sites. **C**: A PN7 bouton forms output synapses onto nonlabeled profiles with postsynaptic densities (white arrowheads) and forms mutual invaginations (black stars) onto other projection neurons (PN) and unlabeled profiles (N). **D**: The PN4 is postsynaptic to, and forms invaginations (black arrow) onto a presynaptic putative OSN profile (OSN1). Scale bar = 1 µm in A; 0.5 µm in C; 0.2 µm in D.](CNE-524-1920-g005){#cne23966-fig-0005}

![A putative synaptic network among projection neurons (PNs), local interneuron (LN)‐type, and olfactory sensory neuron \[OSN\]‐type cells. **A**: Synaptic connections between PN profiles and profiles from the other two cell types. In the example, PN5--LN8, input and output PN synapses are in close proximity. The PN5 bouton is presynaptic to the LN8 profile, and receives input from the same LN8 onto a PN5 spiny process (white arrowheads). The PN profile also formed also hair‐like processes around the OSN21 profile. The white arrow in the left upper corner shows a "pocket" in the PN profile filled with vesicles. OSN21 forms an elongated presynaptic density (red dot), as well as a spine, which is postsynaptic to the PN5 (yellow dot). **B**: Microcircuits of neuronal elements in the VA7. The arrows indicate the information flow suggested by the synaptic contacts mapped in our TEM reconstructions. Presynaptic elements are marked with p, and postsynaptic elements are represented by small triangles. In network 1 (NW1) the profiles from OSN‐type cells contain polyadic elongated synapses, contacting between 7 and up to 20 postsynaptic profiles, as indicated by number. OSN‐type profiles thus formed mostly input synapses onto PN profiles (feedforward motif A). PNs were also presynaptic to OSN‐type profiles (feedback motif B: PN4 to OSN11). The right part of the circuit (NW2) shows that OSN‐type and LN‐type profiles are reciprocally interconnected to PN cells (PN5) (reciprocal motif C).Another output synapse from OSN21 targets LN‐type cells (motif D). In summary, the PN profiles receive input from OSN and LN cells, and form feedback (output) synapses onto both cell types. Scale bar = 0.2 µm in A.](CNE-524-1920-g006){#cne23966-fig-0006}

![Putative olfactory sensory neuron (OSN) profiles and their synapses. A characteristic feature of OSN‐type profiles is the formation of polyadic synapses with elongated T‐bars consisting of a single platform supported by several pedestals and contacting many postsynaptic profiles. **A**: Example of an elongated, polyadic synapse made by OSN11 in glomerulus VA7. Note the prolonged presynaptic density curving along a distance of approximately 1.5 µm. The connector (red and blue colored lines pointing to postsynaptic elements) indicates the total number of postsynaptic profiles, which in this case is about 20. A labeled projection neuron (PN) profile (PN4) is postsynaptic to OSN11 at two separate sites (yellow dots) The PN4 also formed a spine opposed to another OSN‐type presynaptic site (OSN19) (see also network 1 in Fig. [6](#cne23966-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B). **B**: Example of a polyadic synapse made by an OSN‐type cell (OSN) in the DM2 glomerulus. This OSN profile contained invaginations (black arrow). The enlarged presynaptic site is equipped with an elongated presynaptic density (red dot) with several pedestals and a large platform opposed to multiple postsynaptic profiles (yellow dots). **C,D**: Typically, OSN‐type profiles were contacted by multiple spines (white arrowheads), which in this example emanated from a PN bouton (PN2), thus contacting and receiving input from polyadic synapses (red dots in OSN17) several times. The PN2 cell formed a feedback synapse to OSN17 (the curved white arrow), which is here outside the plane of the section. Note the gray zones in OSN17 surrounded by a halo (black arrowheads). **E**: 3D reconstruction of the polyadic synapse shown in A. The black arrow indicates the large presynaptic density. **Inset**: The connectors (blue) indicate the number of postsynaptic sites, and the presynaptic density is shown in red. **F**: OSN‐type profiles forming microcircuits with two distinct cell types at the periphery of the VA7. Polyadic synapses of the OSN‐type cells were most frequently encountered at sites with dendritiform PN terminals, which received multiple synaptic inputs (yellow dots in PN16). Here, the elongated polyadic synapse (OSN, green connector, and arrow) is presynaptic to a profile of an LN‐type cell (LN2 bouton, which also contains several output synapses (red dots), and to PN16. **G**: Microcircuitry scheme of synaptic connections of the three cell types shown in F. The OSN‐type cell is directly connected to PN16 (feedforward synapse) and indirectly connected via the LN2 profile forming a serial synapse (network 3 \[NW3\]). N, nonidentified profiles; PN 13, PN15, PN profiles postsynaptic to LN2. Scale bar = 0.5 µm in A--F.](CNE-524-1920-g007){#cne23966-fig-0007}

![Profiles of putative local interneurons (LNs) and their synapses. **A**: LN‐type profiles were defined by their relatively light cytoplasm and two types of vesicles, small clear vesicles and larger, dark vesicles (arrowhead and arrows, respectively, in LN1). The synaptic configuration of two labeled projection neurons: PN7 (in pink) and PN4 (in green) and three LN‐type profiles (LN1, LN4, and LN5) are shown in **A** and **B**. The LN‐type profiles formed presynaptic T‐shaped densities (red dots). LN1, LN4, and LN5 were presynaptic to fine, hairpin‐shaped and spiny processes formed by PN4 and PN7 (yellow dots; LN1 was also presynaptic to LN‐type profiles LN4 and LN5. **C**: A bouton from a LN neuron labeled with membrane‐bound HRP with a driver specific for local interneurons, Np1227‐GAL4 (Okada et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}), exhibited the two main ultrastructural features used to define LN‐type profiles as those shown in A and C. **D**: Microcircuit diagrams based on the reconstruction from a continuous series of approximately 10 sections showing the full complement of synaptic contacts between PN and LN‐type profiles in a microvolume of about 4 µm^3^. Several network motifs were found: Network 4 (NW4) depicts the convergence of two presynaptic outputs (from LN4 and LN5) onto one postsynaptic site (here: the dendritic spines of PN7 and PN4, motif A \[encircled\]). Indirect LN synaptic input to the PNs is mediated via a feedforward synapse from LN1 onto LN5 (motif B). Network 5 (NW5): LN1 and LN4 forming a serial synapse onto the PN4 (motif C). Additionally, a local feedback circuit, or reciprocal synapse, was formed between the PN4 and the LN4 (motif D). (The PN4 presynaptic density is not shown in A and B.) LN4 was also presynaptic to PN4 and two other labeled PN profiles. N, nonidentified profiles. Scale bar = 0.5 µm in A--C.](CNE-524-1920-g008){#cne23966-fig-0008}

For the description of the synaptic inventory and connectivity of labeled PNs, we annotated the synaptic input and output sites of the PN profiles with red for the presynaptic T‐bar, and yellow for the PN postsynaptic profile. The synaptic configuration of pre‐ and postsynaptic sites for a given synapse was indicated by our segmentations software, TrakEM2, (see Materials and Methods) by a connector, i.e., a graph object, which consists of an origin pointing at the presynaptic site and any number of target points indicating the number of postsynaptic sites. Thus, the connector represents the synaptic configuration of a polyadic synapse (Fig. [4](#cne23966-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A,B, Tables in Supplementary Figs. S3--S8). The total number of synapses, as well as the number of solely input or output sites, is given per measured neurite volume and per surface of the PN profile (annotated as sy/µm^3^ and sy/µm^2^, respectively).

PN cells in the VA7 glomerulus {#cne23966-sec-0026}
------------------------------

The VA7 glomerulus is located in the ventromedial part of the AL (Figs. [1](#cne23966-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A, [2](#cne23966-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A,B). Its boundaries were clearly visible at its medial side flanked by axon bundles of putative OSN axons and more distally by the perineurium of the medial AL. More laterally, adjacent to the central AL neuropil, the boundary was defined by the general course of neuronal profiles and thick axons of PNs entering the glomerulus. A general view of the type of neuronal profiles and neuropil organization is shown in Figures [4](#cne23966-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A. The profiles of the PN axons were frequently thicker at the periphery of the glomerulus and became thinner as they ramified inside. Accordingly, we refer to proximal or basal, intermediate and most distal or apical (terminal) parts of the PN dendrite. Along their course through the glomerular neuropil, they formed numerous branches with varicose, bouton‐like swellings, especially in the central region of the glomerulus, and arborizations of very fine branches in zones mostly, but not exclusively, located at the periphery of the glomerulus (dendritiform arborizations type in Figs. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#cne23966-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}).

We traced 17 labeled PN profiles within the VA7. These were each continuously segmented over long and short distances in a series of 150 sections. The full assembly of these profiles covered most of the glomerular neuropil in all directions (Fig. [4](#cne23966-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}C). All traced PN cells, including the pre‐ and postsynaptic elements are summarized in an interactive pdf file (Supplementary Figs. S3, S6). We found several large neurites penetrating the VA7 at its ventral, medial, and dorsal border, of which the profile PN4 shown in Figure [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A and B is one example. Their dendritic morphology suggests that these neurites belong to the uniglomerular PNs. Another PN profile with only fine branches within the glomerular neuropil might be a multiglomerular neuron that could only be traced over a short distance (PN7m in Fig. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A and Supplementary Fig. S3).

PN input--output sites are spatially segregated within the VA7 {#cne23966-sec-0027}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Some PN profiles could be traced over relatively long distances, spanning most parts of the VA7 (Fig. [4](#cne23966-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}C). One of these profiles, the PN4, entered the glomerulus at its medial side and bifurcated into two large branches. The PN4 dendrite was traced toward central as well as peripheral regions of the glomerulus (Fig. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B). We found 30 input (postsynaptic) and 82 output (presynaptic) sites along this profile in a neurite volume (NV) of 15.56 µm^3^. The ratio of the PN4 output‐to‐input sites was 0.37, which is similar to that obtained when this ratio was calculated for the sum of all PN profiles (Table [1](#cne23966-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, Supplementary Fig. S3). The average synapse density along the completely reconstructed length of the PN4 profile (168 µm) was 0.67 synapses/µm (0.18 synapses /µm for the presynaptic sites and 0.49 synapses/µm for the postsynaptic sites). These values varied in different locations, with the most distal (terminal) arborizations having the highest density of input sites. Close to its entrance into the VA7, a proximal portion of the PN4 profile had a low number of output and input sites (arrow, domain 1 \[do1\] in Fig. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B). More distally, side branches emanating from the main neurite, and terminating with fine endings carried input sites only (do3 in Fig. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B). These terminals were postsynaptic to large globular profiles with output synapses, formed by the putative OSN‐type cells (OSN in Fig. [4](#cne23966-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B; see also: OSN1c in Fig. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A). More distally in deeper layers of the glomerulus, we found a domain containing both input and output sites (do2 in Fig. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B), flanked by another arborizations site with solely input sites and presynaptically contacted by a putative OSN. This spatial segregation of input and mixed input/output sites was also observed in other PN profiles. The PN synaptic sites were thus segregated into different zones of the PN branches, which mostly, but not exclusively, corresponded to peripheral and central regions of the glomerulus (Fig. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B). However, as is shown here for the PN4 profile, the segregation of synaptic sites was also correlated with corresponding zones of synaptic output by globular putative OSN profiles (see Nonlabeled neuronal profiles section below). PNs also formed nonsynaptic density contacts to each other and to OSN‐type cells, as shown in Figure [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}C and D, either by forming mutual PN--PN invaginations or by the PN protruding into the cytoplasm of an OSN‐type cell. The PN--PN invaginations were sometimes filled with vesicles.

###### 

Synaptic Inventory of Cell Types in the VA7 Glomerulus[a](#cne23966-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}

  VA7       vol μm^3^   surf μm^2^   total \#   pre \#   post \#   ratio   sy μm^3^   pre μm^3^   post μm^3^   sy μm^2^   pre μm^2^   post μm^2^
  --------- ----------- ------------ ---------- -------- --------- ------- ---------- ----------- ------------ ---------- ----------- ------------
  **PN**    95          1002         659        165      494       0.33    6.92       1.73        5.19         0.66       0.16        0.49
  **OSN**   25          240          95         80       15        5.33    3.80       3.20        0.60         0.40       0.33        0.06
  **LN**    6           60           43         23       20        1.15    7.54       4.04        3.51         0.72       0.39        0.33

Summary of the quantitative measures derived from all profiles of PN, OSN‐type, and LN‐type cells in the VA7 glomerulus. The data are based on the analysis of 17 PN profiles, 15 OSN‐type profiles, and 9 LN‐type profiles. Pre‐ and postsynaptic sites were counted along each reconstructed profile, and their number and density were calculated per neurite volume and surface. For full statistics, see Supplementary Table S1.

Abbreviations: vol, neurite volume; surf, neurite surface; total, number of all synapses counted per profile; pre, presynaptic site (output synapse); post, postsynaptic site (input synapse); ratio, number of out‐to‐input synapses; sy, synapse; PN, projection neuron; LN, local interneuron; OSN, olfactory sensory neuron.

The larger PN profiles in domain 2 had bouton‐like swellings of different size, reaching as much as 1.5 µm in diameter. Most output PN synapses were found in the larger boutons, but some were located in small boutons or as en‐passant synapses on small‐diameter branches. These synapses had T‐bars, with a platform of about 150--300 nm (i.e., measured in cross section of the synapse) and hence are larger than the platform of T‐bars in LN‐type profiles (see below). Clear and dark vesicles were found close to the T‐bar, or, in the case of large boutons, separated in "pockets" (Fig. [6](#cne23966-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A).

In the majority of these presynaptic sites (approximately 62%), each site was opposed to three, four, or five postsynaptic profiles, the tetrad configuration being the most frequently observed. The density of presynaptic sites was 1.73 /µm^3^, thus being much lower than the density of postsynaptic profiles (5.19/µm^3^) (Fig. [9](#cne23966-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}A,G, Table [1](#cne23966-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}).

![The synaptic configurations of neurons in the VA7 glomerulus. **A,B**: The synaptic configuration of all VA7--PN output synapses (projection neuron \[PN\] presynaptic) and the configuration of (partly) nonidentified profiles, for which at least one PN profile is the postsynaptic element (PN postsynaptic). Most PNs are tetradic, but additionally are contacted by cells with more than six postsynaptic elements. The arrows indicate the range for polyadic synaptic input from putative presynaptic olfactory sensory neurons (see also corresponding arrows in C). **C**--**F**: Synaptic inventory of OSN‐type cells (**C,D**) and local interneuron (LN)‐type cells (putative local interneurons) (**E,F**). The configuration of synapses formed by OSN‐type and LN‐type cells is different (see OSN and LN presynaptic, respectively). Both cell types most often made synaptic contacts with postsynaptic cells in a tetrad configuration, but OSN‐type profiles had synapses with up to 20 postsynaptic targets (elongated polyadic synapses). The OSN‐type and LN‐type cells (OSN and LN postsynaptic, respectively) received mostly input in a tetrad postsynaptic assembly, but were also postsynaptic to polyadic, elongated presynaptic elements (arrows), indicating that they are postsynaptic to other OSN cells. For full statistics on these cell types, see Supplementary Figs. S3--S5. **G,H**: Synaptic contacts made by all cell types in the VA7 glomerulus. The graph summarizes the quantitative data on synaptic contacts for all cell types (PN--VA7, OSN--VA7, and LN--VA7) in the VA7 glomerulus. **G**: Pre‐ and postsynaptic sites were counted along profiles from each cell type, and their volumetric density was calculated per neurite volume (pre/µm^3^ and post/µm^3^). Each cell type has a characteristic distribution of output and input sites. **H**: Ratio of out‐to‐input synapses for all three cell types. Approximately 30% of PN synapses were output synapses, whereas synapses of the OSN‐type cells formed predominantly output synapses, and LN‐type cells had an almost equal amount of input, and output synapses.](CNE-524-1920-g009){#cne23966-fig-0009}

The postsynaptic sites on PN profiles were situated in two morphologically distinct arborizations patterns (see the schematic microcircuitry in Fig. [6](#cne23966-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B) and in different regions of the glomerulus. We found PN profiles with a bouton presynaptic to a putative LN, and a spine emanating from the PN bouton that received at a short distance synaptic input from a putative LN profile (LN8 and PN5 in Fig. [6](#cne23966-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A,B). This type of reciprocal synaptic connections located at short distances from each other was frequent in the neuropil between PNs and putative LN‐ or OSN‐cell types, and was mostly seen in PN domain 2, i.e., in its intermediate parts. Another synaptic specialization was found at the most distal, terminal arborizations of PN fibers, in the form of very fine, hair‐like extensions spinning around large boutons in OSN‐type profiles and making multiple contacts. In these glomerular areas, we found concentrations of synapses between thin, distal PN fibers and boutons from OSN‐type cells (Figs. [4](#cne23966-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B, [6](#cne23966-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}C,D).

The networks formed by PN and putative OSN and LN cells were densely reconstructed over a volume of about 1 µm^3^ in the VA7 glomerulus (diagram in Fig. [6](#cne23966-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B). We found several connectivity motifs, or microcircuits. Network 1 (NW1) comprised OSN‐type profiles with large, elongated presynaptic T‐bars synapsing onto many postsynaptic elements. They were presynaptic onto a set of PN profiles, and onto other OSN‐type profiles (feedforward motifs A of OSN11 in Fig. [6](#cne23966-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B). The OSN‐type cells received feedback synaptic input from a PN (PN4) (feedback motif B). A second network (NW2) is shown on the right part of Figure [6](#cne23966-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B. PNs and LN‐type cells reciprocally connected (PN5--LN8), with the PN being presynaptic to the putative LN, and the putative LN being presynaptic to the PN (feedback motif C; see also arrowheads in Fig. [6](#cne23966-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A). An OSN‐type cell (OSN21) was presynaptic to both an LN‐type cell and to the PN4 (feedforward motif A).

Nonlabeled neuronal profiles {#cne23966-sec-0028}
----------------------------

Although the main focus of this study was to identify and map every single synaptic site along labeled PN profiles, nonlabeled profiles were also taken into account when possible. Some of these additional profiles contained larger, dark vesicles (diameter over 100 nm) and most probably belong to peptidergic or aminergic neurons.

A type of nonlabeled profile exhibiting a number of ultrastructural features that made it possible to distinguish it from other profiles was interpreted here to be putative axon terminals of OSN cells (OSN‐type profiles). These profiles were relatively darker, due to a high density of black dots of about 10--20 nm in diameter (e.g., OSN1c in Fig. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A and OSN 17 in Fig. [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}C), formed "boutons" (swellings along the branches) of the globular type (Cardona et al., [2010a](#cne23966-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}) of a larger size than found in other AL neurons, and received invaginations from other cells, including PNs (Fig. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}C). Dark structures enwrapped by a semitranslucent halo were exclusively found associated with this cell type (Figs. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}C). Putative OSN‐type profiles were found predominantly, but not exclusively, at the periphery of the glomerulus (Fig. [4](#cne23966-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}D). During the segmentation of OSN‐type profiles, it was not possible to trace them over long distances because their axons were of very small diameter and often tightly fasciculate.

No particular, small boutons were formed, as was found for the output synapses in varicose parts of the LN‐ or PN‐type cells (see the bouton of a varicose PN \[PN5\] compared with a globular OSN profile \[OSN1c\] in Fig. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A).

The OSN‐type profiles formed mostly output synapses, which in many cases were polyadic synapses of the tetrad type (OSN‐type 1 synapse). One type of synaptic site observed exclusively in OSN‐type profiles had an elongated presynaptic density, with a single platform resting on several pedestals and opposed to seven or more (up to 20) postsynaptic elements (OSN‐type 2 synapse, shown in Fig. [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}A,B,E, Table [1](#cne23966-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). These large, elongated "polyads" were associated with clear vesicles (diameter approximately 20 nm). The length of the complete presynaptic density shown as example (OSN11 in Fig. [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}A,E) measured 1,500 nm and extended over a region of approximately 1,000 nm (18 sections), whereas a "simple" T‐bar of other AL cell‐types (PN and LN) found in this study measured 100--300 nm in cross section. The high number of postsynaptic processes resulted in part from the fact that some profiles from a single cell contacted the enlarged presynaptic density several times (multiple spines). As shown in Figure [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} C and D, PN profiles formed several distinct spiny processes onto a single OSN‐type bouton. We counted these processes as separate PN postsynaptic contacts because each single process had a postsynaptic density and was separated by other processes. In some cases PN postsynaptic profiles formed hair‐like extensions that entangled and looped around an OSN‐like presynaptic element (Fig. [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}A,F).

### OSN network {#cne23966-sec-0029}

The OSN‐type cells formed predominantly output synapses onto PN cells and less frequently onto LN‐type cells, but sometimes were also postsynaptic to these two cell types. In addition, OSN‐type profiles made synapses onto other OSN‐type cells (network NW1 in Fig. [6](#cne23966-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B). A representative overview of a dense reconstruction of labeled PNs and OSN‐type and LN‐type profiles is shown in Figure [6](#cne23966-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B. In some places where OSN‐type and PN profiles were opposed to each other, we found that the PN profile formed invaginations within the OSN profile (Fig. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}D). At the periphery of the VA7, we found a network motif that formed a triadic configuration of OSN‐type and LN‐type cells with PN cells in the most distal portion of the PN dendritic tree, with a high density of PN input synapses (here: the axonal terminal endings of the PN16 profile) (Fig. [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}F; network NW3 in Fig. [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}G). A presynaptic OSN‐type cell targeted nine postsynaptic profiles, including an LN‐type profile and a PN cell. This LN‐type cell (LN2 in Fig. [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}F,G) was also presynaptic to PN16.

For a group of 15 OSN‐type profiles found in the VA7, we performed a detailed synaptic and network analysis (Fig. [9](#cne23966-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}, Table [1](#cne23966-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, Supplementary Fig. S4). The number of output synapses along these profiles had a bimodal distribution, with the two most frequent postsynaptic configurations having either four, thus forming a tetrad (OSN‐ type 1, the tetrad type) or more than six postsynaptic elements (OSN type 2, the elongated type) (Figs. [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#cne23966-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}C). The OSN type‐2 targeted 56% of all postsynaptic profiles versus 44% postsynaptic partners for OSN type 1 (Table in Supplementary Fig. S4). As 10% of OSN‐like profiles were contacted by profiles bearing the OSN type2 synapses, we have indirect, but strong, evidence for synaptic connections between OSNs within the VA7 (Fig. [9](#cne23966-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}D).

In VA7 the number of OSN‐type synaptic output‐to‐input sites, i.e., the ratio of its pre/postsynaptic sites was around 5:1 and is the highest value found among all cell types studied here. For the PNs, this ratio was the opposite. Around 40% of all presynaptic sites of OSN‐type cells with OSN‐type 2 synapses contacted six or more (up to 20) postsynaptic profiles. The total synaptic density (input and output) of OSN‐type cell profiles was low compared with the synaptic density of PN and LN‐type cells: ≈ 4 synapses/µm^3^ versus ≈7 synapses/µm^3^, respectively. The presynaptic density of OSN‐type cells was 3.2/ µm^3^. Lastly, the OSN‐type cells had the lowest number of postsynaptic input sites, ≈0.7 sy/µm3, versus ≈5 sy/µm^3^ and ≈3 sy/µm^3^, respectively for the PN and LN cell type (Table [1](#cne23966-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). The OSN‐type fibers formed clusters in the periphery and in more central parts of the glomerulus, where the fine, distal endings of PNs were nested and clearly distinguishable because of their light cytoplasm and labeled black membranes. The highest density of postsynaptic profiles of PNs was found in these regions (Figs. [4](#cne23966-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B,D, [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}F).

The LN‐type cell {#cne23966-sec-0030}
----------------

A second type of nonlabeled profile had features also observed in profiles labeled with HRP with a driver specific for LNs. We therefore believe that these nonlabeled profiles belong to LN cells and refer to them as LN‐type profiles. These profiles had light cytoplasm and two types of vesicles, clear (approximately 40 nm in diameter) and dark (50 nm or larger) (Figs. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#cne23966-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#cne23966-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}). LN‐type profiles formed small axonal swellings (boutons) of the varicose type (Cardona et al., [2010b](#cne23966-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}) containing synapses with distinct T‐bars opposed to several postsynaptic elements in either triad or tetrad configuration (Fig. [9](#cne23966-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}E). The T‐bar of the active sites in LN‐type profiles measured between 100 and 200 nm in cross section, which is slightly smaller than the T‐bars measured in PN profiles. These features were also found in a preparation in which LNs were genetically HRP‐labeled with the help of the GAL4‐1227 driver, which is known to label one class of LNs (called LN1) that has pan‐neuronal arborizations in most AL glomeruli (Okada et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}; Seki et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}) (Fig. [8](#cne23966-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}C). LN‐type profiles were densely reconstructed in a portion of the VA7 glomerulus spanning approximately 4 µm^3^. A small network of LN‐type cells with PN cells is shown in Figure [8](#cne23966-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}. The LN1‐cell type profile contained T‐bars, a dense core, and clear vesicles (arrow, arrowhead in Fig. [8](#cne23966-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}A,B), and was presynaptic onto other LN‐type profiles (LN4 and LN5) and onto PN profiles, (PN4 and PN7). The constellation of the LN‐type networks (NW 4 and 5) is depicted in Figure [8](#cne23966-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}D. Presynaptic sites of two different LN‐type profiles contacted two spiny protrusions of the PN4 and PN7 (see also Fig. [8](#cne23966-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}A,B). This synaptic convergence was occasionally also seen at other locations onto fine PN spines. LN1 was also presynaptic to LN5 and LN4, and the latter formed reciprocal synapses with the PN4 (network NW5 in Fig. [8](#cne23966-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}D). Thus, the LN1--LN4--PN4 and LN1--LN5--PN4 profiles formed a serial synapse. Another type of synapses, not shown here, was formed by an LN‐type cell onto OSN‐type cells. LN‐type cells also received presynaptic input from OSN‐type cells.

The volumetric synaptic density along LN‐type profiles (output and input synapses) was approximately 7 synapses/µm^3^. This is similar to the synaptic density measured in PNs in VA7 and DL5, and higher than in OSN‐type cells. The output‐to‐input ratio for LN‐type cells was 1.15, which is intermediate between the ratios for the PN and OSN‐type profiles (Fig. [9](#cne23966-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}G, Table [1](#cne23966-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). These numbers must be considered with care, as they represent synapse counts in a relative small neuronal volume of about 6 µm^3^ of LN‐like neurite volume (for comparison: PN about 100 µm^3^, and OSN about 25 µm^3^) and because most counts were done in a region with LN‐boutons.

Glomerulus DL5 {#cne23966-sec-0031}
--------------

In the DL5 glomerulus we investigated two large PN profiles that most probably belonged to different neurons because they had different entry points (the PN1 entered the glomerulus ventrolateral and the PN2 ventromedial; Fig. [10](#cne23966-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}A) and represented a neurite volume of approximately 35 µm^3^ and 15 µm^3^, respectively. The ratio of output‐to‐input synapses was on average 0.36 for both profiles. We found synapses between PN profiles, between PN and OSN‐type cells, between OSN‐type cells, and a rare case of an output synapse from a PN profile onto profiles bearing dense‐cored vesicles that were probably of peptidergic nature (PEP in Fig. [10](#cne23966-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}A, Supplementary Fig. S7).

![Synapse mapping in glomerulus DL5. **A**: In this reconstruction the glomerulus DL5 is shaded in blue. Two projection neuron (PN) profiles (PN1 and PN2) occupied separate regions of the glomerulus and probably belong to different PN cells because their proximal shafts enter the glomerulus at different sites. The neurite volume of PN profiles in which presynaptic (red dots) and postsynaptic (yellow dots) sites were identified is 35 µm^3^ for PN1 (in yellow) and 15 µm^3^ for PN2 (in green). OSN, olfactory sensory neuron (OSN)‐type profiles; PEP, a putative peptidergic neuron. See also the interactive 3D pdf in Supplementary Fig. S7). **B**: A reconstruction of the PN1 dendritic tree. Shaded and encircled areas refer to the location of synapses as shown in C. **C**: Dendrogram depicting the distribution of input (yellow) and output (red) synapses along different branching levels of the PN dendritic tree from level 1 (the entry neurite, proximal) to level 17 (the PN terminal branches, distal). Dashed lines indicate that the respective arbor could not be followed. Note that individual branches might terminate at any arborizations level starting at level 2. The number of synapses increases with the degree of arborization. At levels 0--4 and 15--17, solely input synapses were found. Levels 5--15 are a mixed zone of input and output synapses. Output synapses were found most frequently at levels 6--12. At terminal branches solely input synapses (blue, encircled), or terminals with input/output synapses (pink, encircled) were found. The number of terminals without synapses is 16 ( = approximately 20%). Scale bar = 3 µm in A.](CNE-524-1920-g010){#cne23966-fig-0010}

The analysis of the PN1 profile comprised a dendritic cable length of approximately 219 µm, with 121 branching points, i.e., a branch density of one every 2 µm of dendritic cable. On average we found 0.77 synapses/µm, with 0.22 presynaptic sites/µm, and 0.55 postsynaptic sites/µm. PN1 zones bearing either output or mixed output/input synapses were partially segregated along the proximal--distal gradient, as observed before in the VA7 (Fig. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B), i.e., from the thicker profiles close to the entry into the glomerulus, across the center, and toward the most distal branches. Terminal dendrites with solely input or mixed input--output synapses were found (blue and red dashed regions in Fig. [10](#cne23966-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}B). A dendrogram analysis shows that the most proximal parts (branching level 1--5) contained only input synapses. The highest degree of arborizations for the PN1 was branching level 17 (Fig. [10](#cne23966-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}C).

The overall PN volumetric synaptic density was 5.21 synapses/µm^3^ (Table [2](#cne23966-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). The most common synaptic output configuration of the DL5--PNs was the tetrad, but we also observed up to seven postsynaptic targets contacted by DL5--PNs. Postsynaptically, DL5--PNs were contacted mostly by cells in a tetradic configuration (Fig. [12](#cne23966-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"}A,B). Statistical parameters such as the number of output and input synapses of PNs in the DL5 were in between what was found in the VA7 and DM2 glomerulus, whereas the ratio of output‐to‐input synapses, 0.36, was highest in the DL5 (Fig. [13](#cne23966-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. S7).

###### 

Synaptic Inventory of Projection Neurons (PNs) in the VA7, DL5, and DM2 Glomeruli[a](#cne23966-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}

  glo   vol μm^3^   surf μm^2^   total \#   pre \#   post \#   ratio   sy μm^3^   pre μm^3^   post μm^3^   sy μm^2^   pre μm^2^   post μm^2^
  ----- ----------- ------------ ---------- -------- --------- ------- ---------- ----------- ------------ ---------- ----------- ------------
  VA7   95          1002         659        165      494       0.33    6.92       1.73        5.19         0.66       0.16        0.49
  DL5   49          390          256        68       188       0.36    5.21       1.38        3.82         0.66       0.17        0.48
  DM2   48          423          176        37       139       0.27    3.68       0.77        2.91         0.42       0.09        0.33
                                                     ø         0.32    5.27       1.30        3.97         0.58       0.14        0.43

A: In all glomeruli, the volumetric density of presynaptic sites on PN dendrites is lower compared with that of postsynaptic sites. The overall synaptic density in the DM2 glomerulus is considerable lower compared with the DL5 and VA7. B: Although the synaptic density fluctuates in the three glomeruli, the ratio of pre‐to‐postsynaptic sites is invariant at a value of about 0.30, i.e., about 30% of PN synapses are output, or feedback synapses. Volumetric synaptic density is represented in sy/µm^3^ and synapse density per surface in sy/µm^2^. For full statistics, see Figures S3--S8.

Abbreviations: vol, neurite volume; surf, neurite surface; total, number of all synapses counted per cell type; pre, presynaptic site (output synapse); post, postsynaptic site (input synapse); ratio, number of output‐to‐input synapses; sy, synapse.

###### 

Synaptic Configuration of Projection Neuron (PN) Profiles Across Glomeruli[a](#cne23966-note-0103){ref-type="fn"}

  A PN presynaptic                                 
  ------------------ ------ ----- ------ ---- ---- ----
  dyad               ‐      ‐     ‐      ‐    12   4
  triad              20.5   33    27.3   18   27   9
  tetrad             62.1   100   33.3   22   52   17
  pentad             14.3   23    25.4   17   3    1
  sextad             3.1    5     7.5    5    3    1
  \> 6                            6      4    3    1

  B PN postsynaptic                                
  ------------------- ------ ---- ------ ---- ---- ----
  dyad                ‐      ‐    8.2    13   6    7
  triad               22.8   49   17.6   28   29   36
  tetrad              33.5   72   25.2   40   36   44
  pentad              21.4   46   28.3   45   18   22
  sextad              8.4    18   11.3   18   7    9
   \> 6               14     30   9.4    15   4    5

**A**: The percentage of synaptic configurations (dyad, triad, tetrad, etc.) of all synapses in which the presynaptic site was located in the PN profile is shown. In all, 17 PN profiles from the VA7, 2 PN profiles from the DL5, and 5 PN profiles from the DM2 were evaluated. Triad and tetrad were the most frequent configuration among these synapses (62% tetrads in VA7). **B**: The percentage of synaptic configurations of all synapses in which one or more of the postsynaptic site belonged to a PN profile. Here, more frequently sextads and higher configurations were found. Total, absolute number of synapses found for each type of synaptic configuration.

Glomerulus DM2 {#cne23966-sec-0032}
--------------

Six PN profiles were traced in the DM2 glomerulus, two of which most probably belonged to different neurons. In addition, this glomerulus showed the cellular composition described above for the VA7 and DL5 glomeruli (for example, see the OSN‐type cell in Fig. [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}B). Two OSN‐type profiles were densely reconstructed and, as described above for the VA7, these profiles had synapses with elongated presynaptic densities. In this case, the elongated OSN‐type presynaptic sites were found opposed to PN profiles PN32 and PN33 (Fig. [11](#cne23966-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}D). As observed in the other glomeruli, output and input synapses along PN profiles in the DM2 were partially segregated, with a higher percentage of input synapses in the most distal branches, located in peripheral zones (Fig. [11](#cne23966-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}A,B). The dendrogram of the PN33 profile revealed that the most proximal portion of the dendritic tree carried solely input synapses up to branching level 6. Zones with mixed input--output synapses were found at level 10. In the most distal parts of this tree, we found mostly input synapses, but some terminal zones also contained mixed input--output synapses (Fig. [11](#cne23966-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}C). This type of segregation was similar to our findings for the PNs in the VA7 and DL5 glomeruli. The highest degree of branching in this reconstruction was level 15.

![Synapse mapping in the DM2 glomerulus. **A,B**: Reconstructions of projection neurons (PNs) with their presynaptic sites indicated by red dots and their postsynaptic sites by yellow dots. See also the interactive 3D pdf in Supplementary Fig. S8. **A**: Here the PN profiles, situated at the periphery of the DM2 glomerulus are postsynaptic. **B**: Synaptic composition of the PN33 profile. Note that the PN33 profile receives mostly input at the periphery (yellow dots), whereas mixed input--output zones are more toward the center (blue and pink shaded areas. respectively). **C**: Dendrogram depicting the distribution of input (yellow) and output (red) synapses along different levels of the PN dendritic tree from level 0 (the entry neurite, proximal) to 15 (distal). Upon branching, level 6 input synapses are only at terminal positions. Note that at higher branching levels, terminal branches had either solely input (blue shaded, encircled) or mixed input--output (pink shaded, encircled) synapses. **D**: Connectivity scheme of labeled PNs, olfactory sensory neuron (OSN)‐type cell (OSN5), and nonidentified cells (N4): The nonidentified N cells and the OSN‐type cell formed synapses mostly onto PNs, but received feedback synapses from PNs.](CNE-524-1920-g011){#cne23966-fig-0011}

![Quantitative data of the synaptic configuration of projection neurons (PNs) in glomeruli DL5 and DM2. **A,B**: For the DL5--PN profiles, the synaptic configuration of 66 presynaptic sites (PN presynaptic) were evaluated. Presynaptic sites were configured mostly as triads, tetrads, and pentads. Polyadic synapses with more than seven postsynaptic sites for a given presynaptic site were exceptions: only four cases were found with seven partners. **C,D**: Quantitative measurements for PN profiles in the DM2 glomerulus. Comparison of synaptic configurations of DM2--PN output sites (PN presynaptic) and DM2--PN input sites (PN postsynaptic). The most frequent configuration of presynaptic sites of DM2--PNs was triads and tetrads. Between 18% and 9% of DL5--PNs and DM2--PNs, respectively, are postsynaptic to profiles with elongated synapses (contacting more than seven postsynaptic sites). Numbers indicate the amount of synapses of each synaptic configuration.](CNE-524-1920-g012){#cne23966-fig-0012}

![Summary of synapse numbers and synaptic configurations among projection neuron (PN) profiles in glomeruli VA7, DL5, and DM2. **A**: In all glomeruli, the neuron volumetric density of PN presynaptic sites was lower relative to that of postsynaptic sites. The overall synaptic density in the PN profiles reconstructed in glomerulus DM2 is considerably lower than that measured among PN profiles in glomeruli DL5 and VA7. **B**: Although different synaptic densities were found in the three glomeruli, the ratio of pre‐to postsynaptic sites was the same in the VA7 and DL5 glomeruli (about 0.35) and was slightly lower in the DM2 (0.27). On average, about 30% of PN synapses are feedback (or output) synapses.](CNE-524-1920-g013){#cne23966-fig-0013}

Along the length of the PN33 profile, we measured an average synapse density of 0.42 synapses/µm (0.13 sy/µm for presynaptic sites and 0.29 sy/µm for postsynaptic sites). The overall volumetric density of synapses in PN profiles of this glomerulus (3.68 /µm^3^) was lower compared with that in the VA7 and DL5 (Table [2](#cne23966-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). The calculated synaptic density value in relation to the volume or surface of the PN profiles was close to two‐thirds of the corresponding values measured in the other two glomeruli (Table [2](#cne23966-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). In addition, the amount of recurrency (i.e., number of PN output, feedback synapses) was lower in the DM2 in comparison with the VA7 and DL5 glomeruli (ratio of output to input was 0.27:1). Most PN output synapses in this glomerulus were tetrads. Only 4% of all analyzed PN postsynaptic sites were postsynaptic to OSN‐type 2 presynaptic sites housed by OSN‐type cells (Fig. [12](#cne23966-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"}, Table [3](#cne23966-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). Ninety‐three percent of the input synapses onto the PN profiles were postsynaptic to unlabeled neurons that were not traced, and 7% were postsynaptic to other PN profiles.

PN connectivity {#cne23966-sec-0033}
---------------

The statistical data for PN synapses in the three studied glomeruli are summarized in Figure [13](#cne23966-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}. We found invariant features of the PN microcircuitry, such as a high proportion of PN postsynaptic sites (post/µm^3^ in Fig. [13](#cne23966-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}A), and an average PN recurrency, i.e., number of PN output synapses on average of about 30%. Although these data indicate a common tendency toward PN connectivity across all three glomeruli, it is noteworthy that the number of PN postsynaptic sites and the ratio of input and output synapses (i.e., a relatively low recurrency) were lower in the DM2 relative to the other two glomeruli (Fig. [13](#cne23966-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}).

Our statistical data indicate that PNs and LN‐type cells were mostly postsynaptic to OSN‐type cells (Fig. [9](#cne23966-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}). To reveal specific cell‐type connectivity in more detail, we performed a numerical analysis restricted to selected profiles of PN, OSN‐type, and LN‐type cells in the VA7 glomerulus, where we also performed dense reconstructions (Figs. [5](#cne23966-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#cne23966-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#cne23966-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#cne23966-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}). To this end, we counted the number of postsynaptic elements or targets (Supplementary Fig. S6) as either pre‐ or postsynaptic partners of a specified cell type. We found that the output synapse from OSN‐type cells was the major synapse type ("pre" in Table S6--2 of Supplementary Fig. S6), which contacted about 66% of the identified PN profiles, followed by the LN‐type‐to‐PN synapse, which contacted about 40% of PN profiles. Surprisingly, we found a strong PN--PN connection: For example, about 17% of the synaptic sites found along the PN4 profile were presynaptic to other PN profiles. The connection between OSN‐type profiles or between OSN‐type and LN‐type profiles was relatively weak (below 5%; Supplementary Fig. S6). Because most postsynaptic profiles could not be traced, it was difficult to get a high number of contacts for the source of input onto cell profiles (90% of these contacts were nonidentified cells). The PNs received their strongest input from OSN‐type cells, and less from other PN profiles (7% vs. 2.3%), whereas LN‐type cells received the strongest input from PN cells (Supplementary Fig. S6).

Microvolume measurements {#cne23966-sec-0034}
------------------------

To determine the global volumetric synaptic density in a glomerulus, synaptic counts were performed in microvolumes of neuropil tissue (MV; measuring 8 µm^3^ each) sampled at three places in the periphery and three in the center in each of the three studied glomeruli, as shown for the DL5 and DM2 in Figure [14](#cne23966-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"}A. We thus analyzed a total volume of 48 µm^3^ in each glomerulus. Each presynaptic density was considered to represent a synapse regardless of the number of postsynaptic profiles directly opposed to it. Synapse density was lower in the center than in the periphery in all three glomeruli (Fig. [14](#cne23966-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"}C). Overall, the highest synapse density was found in the DL5 glomerulus (2.66 synapses/µm^3^), whereas in the DM2 and VA7 glomeruli the values were 1.73/µm^3^ and 1.58/µm^3^, respectively (Fig. [14](#cne23966-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"}E). Among all synapses counted within these microvolumes, triads and tetrads were the most common synaptic configuration (Fig. [14](#cne23966-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"}F--H).

![Quantitative analysis of synapse number within glomerular microvolumes. **A**: Synaptic counts of presynaptic sites (output synapses) in microvolumes (MV) located in either the center or the periphery of the three studied glomeruli (here shown for the DL5 and DM2 glomerulus, encircled). In each glomerulus six MV were chosen for the center (black dots) and the periphery (white dots). The total counting volume is 48 µm^3^ for each glomerulus, which is approximately 4--5% of the total volume of the given glomerulus. All neuronal profiles, labeled and nonlabeled, were analyzed. Arrow indicates the origin of the median antennal lobe tract, ALH, antennal hub; d, dorsal; l, lateral. Image courtesy of Y.Seki. **B**: Volume measurements of glomeruli VA7, DL5, and DM2 in males from *Drosophila melanogaster* of the left and right antennal lobe derived from confocal scans (*n* = 12 glomeruli from the left and right hemisphere in six animals). **C**--**E**: Synaptic number of presynaptic sites, for the VA7, DL5, and DM2 glomerulus, averaged from three MV counts in the periphery (each 8 µm^3^) and in the center of each glomerulus (each 8 µm^3^), respectively; "in all" indicates the average counts summed from periphery and center (volume of 16 µm^3^). **D**: Synaptic configuration for all presynapses found in all 12 microvolumes, i.e., the absolute number of synapses for all three glomeruli (each volume is 48 µm^3^). **E**: Density of synapses per cubic micrometer. **F**--**H**: Synaptic configuration of synapses in the periphery and in the center the VA7, DL5, and DM2 glomerulus; most are triad and tetrad constellations. Scale bar = 10 µm in A.](CNE-524-1920-g014){#cne23966-fig-0014}

AL volume measurements and synaptic counts in identified glomeruli {#cne23966-sec-0035}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The relative size of the olfactory system in *D. melanogaster*, including both ALs and the MBs, represents approximately 3% and 2.8%, respectively of the whole brain volume, compared with the optic lobes, which account for approximately 36% of total brain volume (Rein et al., [2002](#cne23966-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}; Rybak, [2013](#cne23966-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"}; Ito et al., [2014](#cne23966-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}). Measured as neuropil volume, the male *Drosophila* brain is smaller compared with its female counterpart: 7.11 × 10^6^/µm^3^ versus 8.11 × 10^6^/µm^3^, respectively (Shao et al., [2014](#cne23966-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"}).

Accordingly, we found that this relationship also holds true for AL volume, which in males was 1.19 × 10^5^ µm^3^ (±4.55 × 10^3^ µm^3^, *n* = 12 single ALs from six males; data not shown) versus 1.36 × 10^5^ µm^3^ in females. Also, the volumes of glomeruli DL5, DM2, and VA7 were slightly smaller in the male, ranging from 1.34 × 10^3^/µm^3^ for the VA7, to 1.0 × 10^3^/µm^3^ for the DL5 and 1.26 × 10^3^ µm^3^ for the DM2, i.e., on average 1.20 × 10^3^ µm^3^ (Fig. [14](#cne23966-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"}B). Thus, we performed our synaptic analysis within a region of the *Drosophila* brain as large as approximately 3.6 × 10^3^ µm^3^ (the volume of all three glomeruli), which corresponds to approximately 3% of a single AL and 0.042% of total brain volume.

Starting with the number of PN presynaptic sites per cubic micrometer in our microvolume (MV) measurements (1.58 sy/µm^3^ for the VA7, 2.66 sy/µm^3^ for the DL5, and 1.73 sy/µm^3^ for the DM2; Fig. [14](#cne23966-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"}E), and accounting for the volume of the respective male glomerulus (Fig. [14](#cne23966-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"}B), the total number of synapses (i.e., synaptic active sites) for each glomerulus in the male brain may be estimated, by extrapolation, to be 2660 in the DL5, 2177 in the DM2, and 2119 in the VA7.

At the TEM level, we reconstructed in the VA7 glomerulus approximately 100 µm^3^ of neurite volume for PN cells, 25 µm^3^ for OSN‐type cells, and 6 µm^3^ for LN‐type cells (Table [1](#cne23966-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). This is approximately 10% of the complete volume of a male VA7 glomerulus. In relation to the total number of synapses, we traced the VA7 glomerulus most intensively, counting 830 synapses (including pre‐ and postsynaptic sites) for all cell types, approximately 650 synapses for PN cells and considerable fewer for OSN‐type and LN‐type cells.

An estimation of the volume occupied by single PN and LN‐type arbors, or by bundle of OSN axons terminals in single glomerulus, was done after reconstruction of dendritic trees of single‐stained PN and LN cells (Seki et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}), or genetically labeled OSN‐type cells (data not shown). For PN dendrites we measured approximately 180--200 µm^3^ (*n* = 5), with a maximum branching degree ranging from 13 (for the DM2--PNs) up to 23 (for DL5--PNs). In contrast, LN‐type profiles had fewer branches, and depending of the LN cell class, they had a dendritic volume of 15--20 µm^3^ for the NP 1227‐GAL4 and NP2426‐GAL lines and approximately 50 µm^3^ for the Krasavietz GAL4 lines (*n* = 15) (nomenclature of LN types according to Okada et al. \[[2009](#cne23966-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}\] and Seki et al. \[[2010](#cne23966-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}\]). For the OSN‐type cells, we estimated a volume of more than 500 µm^3^ (*n* = 2). Thus, for PN cells the synaptic count value was relatively high, and therefore constituted a good representation of PN connectivity in the VA7 glomerulus. On average, we measured the volume for a single PN profile at the TEM level as PN33--DM2 26 µm^3^, PN4--VA7 16 µm^3^, and PN1--DL5 34 µm^3^ (Supplementary Figs. S3, S7, S8; synaptic inventories).

A generic model for the connectivity of the glomeruli studied here is proposed in the following text and schematically illustrated in Figure [15](#cne23966-fig-0015){ref-type="fig"}. For simplicity, we refer here to the OSN‐type and LN‐type cells as being truly OSN and LN cells. In the selected volumes in which the study was done, five major connectivity modes were found: The feedforward OSN--PN synapse, the feedback PN--OSN and PN--LN synapses, and serial synapses from OSN--LN--PN and LN--LN--PN, as well as reciprocal synapses between PN and OSN and LNs, respectively.

![Schematic synaptic circuit of a *Drosophila* glomerulus with emphasis on the projection neuron (PN) circuit. Along the PN dendritic arborizations (PN, in red), synapses are segregated along proximal (basal), intermediate, and distal (apical) zones, according to the olfactory input and synaptic connections with other cell types: olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) and local interneurons (LNs) within a glomerulus. The OSN bundles form several zones throughout the glomerulus, leaving OSN free zones as a core, surrounded by OSN axonal terminals (gray‐shaded area). Two of these subdomains are depicted, here, to summarize the synaptic network motifs of PN circuitry we found in our study. Predominant is the large feedforward OSN synapse onto PN with multiple spines at the PN most distal terminal endings (motif 1). PNs also form output (feedback) synapses onto OSN terminals and to LN (motif 2a and motif 2b, respectively). Further synaptic constellations are the OSN--LN synapse (motif 3), a triad configuration of OSN--LN--PN (motif 4), reciprocal PN--LN connections (motif 5), and the serial synapse LN--LN--PN (motif 6). In the most proximal (basal) portions of the PN dendritic tree, both input and output PN synapses were found.](CNE-524-1920-g015){#cne23966-fig-0015}

As inferred from observations at the light microscopic level (Hummel and Zipursky, [2004](#cne23966-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}), in *Drosophila* the OSN fibers penetrate the glomerulus and arborize throughout, forming spherical zones that are themselves further subdivided into dense OSN innervation and OSN‐free zones (Fig. [4](#cne23966-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}D). The most prominent synapse, the OSN--PN feedforward synapse, and the PN--OSN feedback connection was found in the peripheral zones of the subglomerular zone, whereas other synaptic motifs, including the feedback PN--OSN, and PN--LN synapses, were found in more central regions of the glomerulus.

PN dendrites were organized into a proximal (or basal) zone with mostly input synapses, after their entrance to the glomerulus, an intermediate zone with mixed input and output synapses, whereas the most distal (or apical) part of the arborizations contained two domains with either mixed input/output synapses or solely input synapses (Fig. [10](#cne23966-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}, [11](#cne23966-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}, [15](#cne23966-fig-0015){ref-type="fig"}).

DISCUSSION {#cne23966-sec-0036}
==========

A major question in understanding olfactory processing in insects is how the olfactory map established by the sensory input of OSNs is transformed, forwarded, and mapped to higher brain centers, such as the MBs bodies and LH (Heisenberg, [1998](#cne23966-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). In the model organism *D. melanogaster*, the neural network in the AL comprises the terminals of about 1,200 OSNs converging onto approximately 50 glomeruli, and two major classes of interneurons: the LNs interconnecting glomeruli, and the PNs targeting higher brain centers. The focus of this study was to map the synaptic connectivity of uniglomerular projection neurons (uPN), a class of interneurons that receive their input from OSN terminals in single AL glomeruli and convey sensory information to the central brain (Stocker, [1994](#cne23966-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"}; Jefferis et al., [2007](#cne23966-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}; Tanaka et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0157){ref-type="ref"}).

Genetic labeling of projection neurons {#cne23966-sec-0037}
--------------------------------------

With the fly strains and methods employed here, the TEM staining mediated by the HRP transgene was restricted to the cell membranes of PNs and was interrupted at intervals, producing a "patchy" appearance. This uneven distribution of the black labeling did not impede unambiguous identification of the thinnest fibers, which would be difficult to follow in unlabeled tissue. As also reported in other studies (Schikorski et al., [2007](#cne23966-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"}; Li et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}), HRP histochemistry leaves the ultrastructure of the labeled and nonlabeled cells relatively intact, and thus allows for the identification of cell‐specific pre‐ and postsynaptic densities, different types of vesicles, and cytoplasmic appearance.

Ultrastructural properties of the AL and the generation of a 3D TEM model {#cne23966-sec-0038}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our observations of the AL with low‐magnification TEM confirmed previous descriptions of the general topography of this brain center in *Drosophila* based on light microscopy. In addition, we found that the tracheoles (respiratory tubes) are abundant at the AL surface, where they intermingle with axonal bundles and cell bodies, but do not enter the glomeruli. As it is well known that tracheoles do penetrate the neuropil in other regions of the nervous system, it will be important to understand whether their exclusion from olfactory synaptic neuropil has functional relevance.

Our TEM atlas will help in the recognition of the relative position and identity of tract clusters of somata and neuropil regions in future ultrastructural studies. The correlative approach, based on the combination of neuroanatomical and topographical data obtained with TEM and LSM, allowed us to identify tracts such as the anterior--posterior tract of the crepine (ap‐cre), the anterior commissure (AC), the lateral passage (LP), and the course of primary neurites of labeled PN neurons for the first time at the TEM level. Glomeruli identity could then be determined by depth in the AL and location relative to these prominent landmark structures. In conjunction with features of synaptic populations (see below), such a TEM atlas aids in the identification of distinct neuronal types purely by ultrastructural details, as has been done in two brain optic centers, the lamina ganglionaris (Meinertzhagen, [2010](#cne23966-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}) and the medulla (Takemura et al., [2011](#cne23966-bib-0152){ref-type="ref"}, [2013](#cne23966-bib-0153){ref-type="ref"}; Meinertzhagen and Lee, [2012](#cne23966-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}).

Cellular adaptations of tiny brains {#cne23966-sec-0039}
-----------------------------------

*Drosophila melanogaster* show features of extremely miniaturized brains, as described for parasitoid wasps (van der Woude et al., [2013](#cne23966-bib-0160){ref-type="ref"}). Some ultrastructural features found in this study are perhaps adaptations to accommodate functional neuronal circuits in a tiny space: sparse glial layers, extraordinarily small diameter of neurites, the aggregation of cell bodies in a rind, and polyadic synapses, the two latter being typical for insects in general (Meinertzhagen, [2010](#cne23966-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}). Cellular features of the *Drosophila* AL are thus adaptations to small‐sized brains of invertebrates (Armstrong and van Hemert, [2009](#cne23966-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). From this point of view, the most prominent feature found here is perhaps the existence of a type of polyadic synapses consisting of a very elongated presynaptic density, which, in combination with the extraordinary small diameter of some fibers, made it possible for a single presynaptic density to make contact with up to 20 postsynaptic profiles. The diameter measured in PN postsynaptic profiles was very often 0.1 µm or even less, which is the lower limit for the propagation of electrical signals along a neuronal fiber (Faisal et al., [2005](#cne23966-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, cited in van der Woude et al., [2013](#cne23966-bib-0160){ref-type="ref"}), a dimension also reported for the optic lobes (Meinertzhagen and O\'Neil, [1991](#cne23966-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}). A benefit of smaller neurons over larger ones is that they are energetically less expensive both at rest and while signaling and may be packed more densely (Beutel et al., [2005](#cne23966-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Nawroth et al., [2007](#cne23966-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}; Niven and Farris, [2012](#cne23966-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}).

Identification of glomeruli {#cne23966-sec-0040}
---------------------------

The number, size, and relative position of the approximate 50 olfactory glomeruli of each AL found in *Drosophila* are invariant and can be recognized from fly to fly (Stocker, [1994](#cne23966-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"}; Vosshall and Stocker, [2007](#cne23966-bib-0161){ref-type="ref"}; Grabe et al., [2015](#cne23966-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). In *Drosophila* the brain is approximately 10% smaller in males compared with females (Shao et al., [2014](#cne23966-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"}), but in spite of the existence of sexual dimorphisms among certain glomeruli, e.g., the enlarged DA1 with numerous OSNs in males (Stockinger et al., [2005](#cne23966-bib-0143){ref-type="ref"}), the location and shape of most glomeruli, including the ones studied here, are similar in both sexes. Indeed, the largest differences in the sex‐specific fruitless (fru+) brain morphology is found in the lateral horn (Cachero et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, no significant differences have been reported for the three glomeruli studied here. Moreover, the expression pattern of the driver used here to label PN neurons is not sexually dimorphic in the AL (Jefferis et al., [2002](#cne23966-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}; Gordon and Scott, [2009](#cne23966-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}).

PNs labeled with the GH146‐Gal4 line {#cne23966-sec-0041}
------------------------------------

The AL is connected to the central brain via two major tracts carrying axons from two classes of PNs: cholinergic uniglomerular uPNs running in the mALT and GABAergic multiglomerular mPNs running in the mlALT (Tanaka et al., [2008](#cne23966-bib-0154){ref-type="ref"}, [2012](#cne23966-bib-0157){ref-type="ref"}; Ito et al., [2014](#cne23966-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}). The PNs labeled with the driver used here (GH146‐GAL4) are predominantly of the uPNs class. Three major PN somata groups were labeled in our study: the anterior--dorsal cluster (adPN), the lateral cluster (lPN), and the ventral cluster (vPN), containing approximately 50, 35, and 6 neurons each. Glomerular sets, comprising 30 glomeruli, including the VA7, DM2, and DL5, are innervated by uPNs of either the adPN or lPN soma groups in a distinct and non‐overlapping manner (Jefferis et al., [2001](#cne23966-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Marin et al., [2002](#cne23966-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}; present study).

The GH146‐GAL4 line also drives expression in multiglomerular mPNs belonging to the vPN cluster. The uPNs and mPNs also differ in the arrangement of their dendritic trees in AL glomeruli. The uPNs form a thickened dendritic shaft at the entrance to the glomerulus, whereas mPN innervates the glomeruli more sparsely with thin fibers, without presynaptic specializations, and they are postsynaptic in the AL, as shown by LM studies (Okada et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}; Strutz et al., [2014](#cne23966-bib-0146){ref-type="ref"}; Wang et al., [2014](#cne23966-bib-0164){ref-type="ref"}). We analyzed exclusively PNs of the uPN type and found that they have both pre‐ and postsynaptic sites.

The median antennal lobe tract {#cne23966-sec-0042}
------------------------------

The mALT tract constitutes the major route of AL output neurons to higher brain centers (the LH and MB), carries uPN and mPN axons, and might carry also centrifugal neurons. Shortly after exiting the AL, the uniglomerular mALT and the multiglomerular mALT axons separate and run via two pathways, the median and the mediolateral tract toward the central brain (Stocker et al., [1990](#cne23966-bib-0141){ref-type="ref"}; Tanaka et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0157){ref-type="ref"}; Ito et al., [2014](#cne23966-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}; Strutz et al., [2014](#cne23966-bib-0146){ref-type="ref"}). The number of uPN axons that we identified in this study is similar to what was reported by others with other methods (Stocker et al., [1997](#cne23966-bib-0142){ref-type="ref"}; Marin et al., [2002](#cne23966-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}). We found bundles of axons of different calibers, indicating that they belong to uPNs deriving from different cell clusters (adPN, lPN) and suggesting that they have different signal propagation features.

Structural organization of the glomerulus {#cne23966-sec-0043}
-----------------------------------------

In compliance with the innervation pattern of the major cell types of the AL in insects, the glomeruli are subdivided into characteristic zones. For example, in Hymenoptera, such as honeybees, solitary bees (C. Kelber, Technical University of Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany, personal communication), and ants (Kelber et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}; Stieb et al., [2011](#cne23966-bib-0138){ref-type="ref"}), the glomeruli are divided into a cap at the periphery and a core region, with sensory receptor fibers (OSNs) restricted to the cap region. In contrast, PN branches and some LN branches do not respect theses boundaries, arborizing throughout the glomerulus, whereas certain LNs ramify only in the core of the glomerulus (Flanagan and Mercer, [1989b](#cne23966-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Abel et al., [2001](#cne23966-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Meyer et al., [2013](#cne23966-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"})

In the present study we observed that putative OSN terminals primarily invade peripheral zones, but also arborize in central areas of the glomeruli, here, still enclosing zones of noninnervated glomerular neuropil. Hence, our data confirm observations done by others with fluorescent markers and light microscopy (Hummel and Zipursky, [2004](#cne23966-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}; Mosca and Luo, [2014](#cne23966-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}).

LNs exhibit a high variability of morphological types with diverse, but mostly sparse branching patterns (Chou et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Seki et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}). Among them, two major morphological classes with invariant features are described. Type LN1 innervates the core of the glomerulus, and does not overlap with OSN terminals, whereas the more widely branched type LN2 innervates the periphery and the core (Sachse et al., [2007](#cne23966-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"}; Silbering et al. [2008](#cne23966-bib-0134){ref-type="ref"}; Okada et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}). PNs usually innervate the entire glomerulus, in a dense and uniform fashion, in both *Drosophila* and other insects (Stocker et al., [1990](#cne23966-bib-0141){ref-type="ref"}; Malun, [1991a](#cne23966-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}; Sun et al., [1997](#cne23966-bib-0150){ref-type="ref"}; Abel et al., [2001](#cne23966-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Namiki and Kanzaki, [2008](#cne23966-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}).

Synaptic density of major cell types in the AL {#cne23966-sec-0044}
----------------------------------------------

We measured volumetric density of synaptic sites as a function of synapse number either per neurite volume (NV) or as the number of presynaptic sites within a microvolumen (MV) of glomerular neuropil. The advantage of the first method is that it allowed us to determine the existence of different synapse densities among different neuronal types. The second method, in contrast, made it possible to search for differences in synapse density between the periphery and the core of the glomerulus.

We found that synapse density along PN fibers, calculated per NV, was 6.9, 5.2, and 3.7 synapses/µm^3^ in the VA7, DL5, and the DM2 glomerulus, respectively. These relatively high values reflect in part the high number of PN postsynaptic sites, which to a high degree belong to the OSN--PN connection.

Using GAL4 lines for the three classes of AL neurons and presynaptic (for OSN) and postsynaptic (for PN) fluorescent markers, Mosca and Luo ([2014](#cne23966-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}) showed that the number of synapses made by OSN terminals, using Bruchpilot‐short (brp‐sh) as a presynaptic density marker, is constant across glomeruli at about 0.6 synapses/µm^3^. This value is much lower than what we found (3.2 OSN presynapses/µm^3^). The difference might be explained by different factors, including the fact that different glomeruli were studied, with different methods. and also perhaps possible sex‐specific differences were present (male in our study vs. female in Mosca and Luo, [2014](#cne23966-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}). However, it is undoubtedly a great advance that two different approaches resulted in values of the same order of magnitude. One methodological difference is that we sampled in selected, globular parts of OSN within the glomerulus, and hence perhaps did not capture the full complement of neurite OSN volume innervation. Another aspect to be considered is the assumption that each fluorescent spot detected with confocal microscopy of brp‐sh‐fluorescent preparations (a "brp‐sh punctum"; Mosca and Luo, [2014](#cne23966-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}) is always equivalent to a single active zone. This is probably correct for the visual system (Chen et al., [2014](#cne23966-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) if all or most active zones had a single "T‐bar" but might not be true for the type of elongated presynaptic densities with multiple "T‐bar" pedestals observed here with TEM. Nevertheless, the most probable explanation for our finding of higher synapse density is the much greater resolution of electron microscopy, which probably increases the chances of detecting more active synapses than with light microscopy.

A direct comparison between our estimations of total synapse numbers per glomerulus (our microvolume data \[MV\]) and those reported by Mosca and Luo ([2014](#cne23966-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}) is not possible because their study did not include the three glomeruli studied here, but their report of about 3800 synapses in the DA glomerulus is at the same order of magnitude with our estimations (between 2100 and 2600 synapses per glomerulus on average). The relative synapse load of the three major neuronal AL cell types appears to be confirmed because the OSN were responsible for the largest number of the synapses detected in DA1 (Mosca and Luo, [2014](#cne23966-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}) and the three glomeruli studied here, followed by PN synapses, whereas the LN cells appear to contribute even fewer synapses to the AL circuitry (Mosca and Luo, [2014](#cne23966-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}; present study).

The calculation of synapse density using data from microvolumes gave lower values because the neuropil also contain glia, which has no synapses. However, our synapse density values obtained with this method (approximately 2 synapses/µm^3^, averaged for the three glomeruli analyzed here) are well within the range reported for other neuropils across species: 1.8. synapses/µm^3^ in the *Drosophila* larval MB calyx (Cardona et al., [2010b](#cne23966-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}), 2.74 in the adult calyx (Butcher et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}), and 1.4 in the lamina ganglionaris, but only 0.6 in the medulla (Takemura et al., [2008](#cne23966-bib-0151){ref-type="ref"}; Meinertzhagen, [2010](#cne23966-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}). These values are similar to those reported for vertebrates. For example, a mean density of 1.85 synapses/µm^3^ was reported for the rat hippocampus (Mishchenko, [2010](#cne23966-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}) and 1--2 synapses/µm^3^ for the neocortex in mice and humans (Braitenberg and Schüz, [1991](#cne23966-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Alonso‐Nanclares et al., [2008](#cne23966-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}).

Observations from photoactivation experiments indicate that glomeruli DL5 and DM2 are innervated by two, and the VA7 by three uPNs (A. Baschwitz and V. Grabe, Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology, Jena, Germany, personal communication). Accordingly, we think that our analysis of PNs of the VA7 and DM2 most probably comprises profiles from more than one PN, although we cannot demonstrate this because it was not technically possible to trace all reconstructed branches to their corresponding cell bodies.

Variation in presynaptic densities {#cne23966-sec-0045}
----------------------------------

An interesting finding of our study is that of cell‐specific features among presynaptic densities. These include the size of the platform and the number of pedestals. All presynaptic sites in PN and LN profiles, and many in OSN profiles, consisted of a platform on a pedestal but of smaller relative size in LNs relative to PNs. The largest densities were found exclusively in OSN profiles and comprised an elongated platform standing on several pedestals. These OSN‐specific elongated T‐bars are reminiscent of presynaptic sites present in the MB calyx formed by axon terminals of uPNs, which contact up to a dozen postsynaptic partners (Butcher et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). Synapses with a complex arrangement of postsynaptic elements were also reported in other insects, e.g., in the antennal lobe of the honeybee, *Apis mellifera* (Brown et al., [2002](#cne23966-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). Interestingly, a significant increment in the number of this type of elongated, multipedestal T‐bars was reported to result from a loss‐of‐function mutation in the gene *teneurin‐A* (Mosca and Luo, [2014](#cne23966-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}), which encodes a protein necessary for the correct formation of synapses also in motor terminals (Hong et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; Mosca et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}). Unfortunately, the method used by these authors could not discern whether this mutant phenotype reflects an increment in the number of elongated T‐bars normally occurring in OSN terminals (as shown in our study) or their appearance also in PN and/or LN neuronal branches, which normally do not form this type of presynaptic density.

Spatial segregation of input and output synapses of PNs {#cne23966-sec-0046}
-------------------------------------------------------

All the PN profiles studied here showed differential synapse distribution along the proximal--distal axis (from thicker to thinner branches) of the dendritic tree. Spatial separation of input and output synapses along PN dendrites has been reported in two other insect species and hence appears to be a conserved feature of insect AL synaptic circuitry. In the cockroach *Periplaneta americana*, the proximal portion of the arborizations of uniglomerular PNs bears only output synapses, followed more distally by a zone with both output and input synapses and further distally, the thinnest branches bear only input synapses (Malun, [1991a](#cne23966-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}, [1991b](#cne23966-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}). The same distribution was reported along PN dendrites of the moth *Manduca sexta* (Sun et al., [1997](#cne23966-bib-0150){ref-type="ref"}; Lei et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}). This appears to be somehow different in *Drosophila*, because we found instead mixed input and output synapses proximally, followed by an intermediate zone bearing only input synapses, and finally a more distal zone with mostly output synapses intermixed with input synapses or a zone of solely input synapses. Little is known about the molecular and cellular mechanisms directing the formation of different types of synapses along a single neuronal arborization, but we believe that interactions between pre‐ and postsynaptic partners, including cell adhesion proteins, cell‐to‐cell signaling, and synaptic activity are most probably involved in this interesting feature of the glomerular synaptic circuitry (Hummel and Zipursky, [2004](#cne23966-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}; Hong and Luo, [2014](#cne23966-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}).

Another aspect of the spatial distribution of active sites discovered here relates to their uneven distribution across the glomerulus. In addition to the accumulation of synapses at distal regions of the PN profiles associated with OSN‐type terminals, we also found uneven distribution of active sites along PN branches. In this last case, foci of many and closely located output synapses were always found in large PN boutons. This feature, combined with the existence of spatial segregation of input and output synapses, will help to define a subglomerular synaptic architecture for which evidence has already been provided by LM studies in vertebrates and invertebrates (Kasowski et al., [1999](#cne23966-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}; Mosca and Luo, [2014](#cne23966-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}; Pech et al., [2015](#cne23966-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}).

Synaptic circuits in identified glomeruli {#cne23966-sec-0047}
-----------------------------------------

We found that PN branches in *Drosophila* glomeruli are highly interconnected and make synaptic connections to all major cell types, including axodendritic connections between OSNs and PNs and reciprocal dendrodendritic connections to LNs and other PNs. Furthermore, we also found a segregation of axodendritic versus dendrodendritic zones, as reported for other insects (Boeckh and Tolbert, [1993](#cne23966-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Sun et al., [1997](#cne23966-bib-0150){ref-type="ref"}; Ng et al., [2002](#cne23966-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}; Lei et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}) as well as for the vertebrate olfactory bulb (Didier et al., [2001](#cne23966-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Chen and Shepherd, [2005](#cne23966-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Linster and Cleland, [2009](#cne23966-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}).

Input processing and features of OSN synapses {#cne23966-sec-0048}
---------------------------------------------

The OSN--PN synapse constitutes the major input and contributes to first‐order odor processing in the AL of insects, as well as in the vertebrate olfactory bulb (Chen and Shepherd, [2005](#cne23966-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Kazama and Wilson, [2008](#cne23966-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; Shepherd, [2011](#cne23966-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"}). A wiring specificity and stability between the OSN--PN synapse for PNs as well as stereotypies of the OSN--PN synapse during development have been shown (Berdnik et al., [2006](#cne23966-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Brochtrup and Hummel, [2011](#cne23966-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). The OSN--PN synaptic input influences odor tuning by sharpening the PN response and enhancing odor discrimination, and allows for fast behavioral responses (Bhandawat et al., [2007](#cne23966-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}).

Thereby, a strong convergence of sensory input onto the second‐order olfactory neuropil is characteristic for olfaction and reduces the signal‐to‐noise ratio even for weak signals (Chen and Shepherd, [2005](#cne23966-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Galizia, [2014](#cne23966-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}), allowing for detection of stimuli in high dimension odor space even at low concentrations. In the rabbit the convergence of OSN axon terminals onto each glomerulus has a ratio of 50,000:1 (Shepherd, [2011](#cne23966-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"}). Lower ratios have been reported for insects. In honeybees this ratio is 400:1 (Esslen and Kaissling, [1976](#cne23966-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Flanagan and Mercer, [1989a](#cne23966-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}), and in *Drosophila* it is 30:1 on average (Stocker, [2001](#cne23966-bib-0140){ref-type="ref"}), ranging from 8 to 60 OSN terminals per glomerulus (V. Grabe, personal communication). In *Periplaneta* and *Manduca*, the convergence ratios are quite high (1,000:1), and the most frequent synapse is a dyad (Malun, [1991a](#cne23966-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}; Sun et al., [1997](#cne23966-bib-0150){ref-type="ref"}). In this context, it is appealing to consider that the morphology of presynaptic sites characteristic of OSN‐type 2 profiles observed here could represent an adaptation that might compensate, at least in part, for the relatively low number of OSN axons converging onto each glomerulus. PN terminals, wrapping around these OSN‐like profiles, and bearing very thin, and numerous postsynaptic spiny protrusions have high input impedance and strong postsynaptic potentials and could thus contribute to enhanced sensitivity upon odor stimuli.

A potentiation of odor‐induced responses via OSN muscarinic acetylcholine (AcH) receptors has been reported in vertebrates (Jiang et al., [2015](#cne23966-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). In *Drosophila*, muscarinic mRNAs are present in the antennal transcriptome (T. Chertemps, Pierre and Marie Curie University, Paris, France, personal communication) and have been indicated immunocytochemically (Salvaterra and Kitamoto, [2001](#cne23966-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"}), pointing to the existence of cholinergic receptors in *Drosophila* OSNs. In this respect, our finding of PN output contacts onto putative peptidergic cells is interesting in the context of peptidergic modulation of food‐related behavior (Winther and Ignell, [2010](#cne23966-bib-0168){ref-type="ref"}), and, for example, short neuropeptide F (sNPF) is colocalized in specific OSN--Ach terminals, including two of the glomeruli studied here (VA7 and DM2) (Nässel, [2014](#cne23966-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}). So far, LN‐mediated presynaptic gain control of OSN (Olsen and Wilson, [2008](#cne23966-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}; Ignell et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}) and insulin signaling enhancing the AcH release in OSN have been reported, a circuit that could be directly controlled by PN--OSN recurrent synapses. The PN--OSN feedback synapse might provide such an excitatory, recurrent OSN input.

A further contribution for enhanced odor discrimination is chemical synapses between OSN terminals within the glomeruli. These connections might contribute to the lateral inhibition of OSNs at the sensillum level by ephaptic interactions between receptor cells targeting different glomeruli, thus enhancing contrast between opposing stimuli (Su et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0147){ref-type="ref"}). The enlarged area of the presynaptic element, including its T‐bar, will make it possible not only to signal to a larger number of postsynaptic fibers simultaneously but also to keep larger clusters of synaptic vesicles.

In summary, the OSN‐to‐PN connection represents a feedforward synapse, which would be expected for sensory receptor cells (OSN) to a PN connection (Distler and Boeckh, [1997](#cne23966-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}). Its enlarged size probably gives it the ability to sustain a great deal of divergence through its many postsynaptic partners. This divergence is exceptionally high compared with other AL cell types and might serve as an amplification of sensory signal, as reported from physiological studies (Wilson, [2011](#cne23966-bib-0166){ref-type="ref"}). Secondly, the OSN output is also directed to nonlabeled profiles (i.e., other than PNs), suggesting simultaneous transmitter release to different cell types, and thus a possible synchrony onto the glomerular network might occur. Such synchrony of polyadic synapses could be a distinct mechanism for synaptic divergence and for synchronizing activities of postsynaptic cells, as proposed in *Caenorhabditis elegans* (Liu et al., [2007](#cne23966-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}). In contrast, synchronization of PN activity for optimized odor discrimination as an interaction between PN and LN activity has been reported (Ng et al., [2002](#cne23966-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}).

PN recurrency (AL output control) {#cne23966-sec-0049}
---------------------------------

A unique property in all PN profiles examined in detail in this study is their relatively high ratio of output/input synapses. Because uPNs are cholinergic, their PN output synapses are probably excitatory. Thus, there are four sources of excitatory input into the glomerular circuitry: the OSNs, the uPNs, the multiglomerular eLNs (electrical synapses), and the PNs of the lateral antennal lobe tract (lALT) (Okada et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}; Yaksi and Wilson, [2010](#cne23966-bib-0169){ref-type="ref"}). The ultrastructural demonstration reported here of the existence of PN recurrent synapses had been shown in *Periplaneta* (Distler et al., [1998](#cne23966-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}) and *Manduca* (Sun et al., [1997](#cne23966-bib-0150){ref-type="ref"}) but was yet not confirmed in *Drosophila*, although it had been indicated by optical imaging (Ng et al., [2002](#cne23966-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}; Pech et al., [2015](#cne23966-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}) and genetic labeling (Mosca and Luo, [2014](#cne23966-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}).

In *Periplaneta*, PN output synapses onto GABAergic LNs are part of an interglomerular lateral inhibitory circuitry, initiated by PN output synapses and mediated by LN GABA‐immunoreactive profiles onto other glomeruli, allowing modulation of PN output by signal contrast enhancement (Sachse and Galizia, [2002](#cne23966-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}). PN odor responses have even been reported, whereby an odor excited an OSN class not targeting the PN‐specific glomerulus; these responses were very likely mediated by excitatory lateral interactions via excitatory PNs (Yaksi and Wilson, [2010](#cne23966-bib-0169){ref-type="ref"}).

Recurrency is also a prerequisite for the generation of oscillations within the network, which allow for the synchronization of several neurons to enhance detection of low‐concentration stimuli, for example (Stopfer et al., [1997](#cne23966-bib-0144){ref-type="ref"}; Tanaka et al., [2011](#cne23966-bib-0156){ref-type="ref"}). Within the same glomerulus, we found OSN afferent and PN recurrent input synapses onto putative LN neurons. Such a recurrent coupling between PNs and LNs is the basis for synchronization of action potentials of LN and PNs, which in turn can enhance the impact of PN discharges onto detectors, such as LNs, attuned to temporal coincidences of synaptic input (Ng et al., [2002](#cne23966-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}; Tanaka et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0155){ref-type="ref"}).

The PN‐to‐PN chemical synapses found here might also contribute to the excitatory network of electrical and chemical synapses that counterbalances the inhibitory network of iLNs, thus regulating odor discrimination (Yaksi and Wilson, [2010](#cne23966-bib-0169){ref-type="ref"}).

In summary, the synaptic features of PNs found in this study, the existence of feedback circuitry, and the segregation of input and output synapses for a given PN appear to be general features of PN synaptic organization.

Modulatory network of the AL (AL output control) {#cne23966-sec-0050}
------------------------------------------------

Electrophysiological, optical imaging, and structural studies indicate that the AL output is not simply a feedforward process arising directly from the activity pattern of OSN input. Instead, it includes modulation by inhibitory and excitatory LNs promoting presynaptic inhibition and facilitation (Shang et al., [2007](#cne23966-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"}; Olsen and Wilson, [2008](#cne23966-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}; Root et al., [2008](#cne23966-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}; Ignell et al., [2009](#cne23966-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Seki et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}), by input from higher brain centers (Hu et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}) as well as feedback loops within the glomeruli (Boeckh and Tolbert, [1993](#cne23966-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Distler and Boeckh, [1997](#cne23966-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}).

The LN--OSN feedback synapse is thus part of an inhibitory network of lateral LNs (Distler et al., [1998](#cne23966-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Olsen and Wilson, [2008](#cne23966-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}; Root et al., [2008](#cne23966-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}), which modulate the OSN output by presynaptic gain control, expanding the dynamic range of the PN odor response and allowing for contrast enhancement (Linster and Cleland, [2009](#cne23966-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}), thus counterbalancing the excitatory network described above.

The OSN--LN--PN triad configuration is a conserved feature because it is also found in vertebrates (Kasowski et al., [1999](#cne23966-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}), and reciprocal synapses between LN and PN in our study, emphasizing the participation of the LN type in reducing PN responses during habituation in an odorant‐selective manner (Das et al., [2011](#cne23966-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). Here, synaptic potentiation of the LN--PN synapse is discussed as the mechanism to decrease the PN odor response mediated by a PN recurrent‐to‐ LN pathway, i.e., retrograde signaling habituating an odor response (Das et al., [2011](#cne23966-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Sudhakaran et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0148){ref-type="ref"}).

Differences in glomerular microcircuitry across glomeruli {#cne23966-sec-0051}
---------------------------------------------------------

Because glomeruli are anatomically distinct and functionally specialized concerning their odor specificity as well as their contribution to the control of behavior, an interesting question is to what degree they also show particular features at the level of their synaptic microcircuitry as it can be studied with TEM serial sections.

The neural representation of odor valence has been suggested to be formed at the PN output level of the AL (Knaden et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). In particular, two clusters of glomeruli, topographically separated in the AL, show specific activation of PNs depending on stimulation with attractive or aversive odors, respectively. Weaker differences were observed when the OSN activity to the same odorant was measured in different glomeruli.

In this respect, our finding of quantitative differences between the DM2 (which responds to attractive odors) and the DL5 (which responds to aversive odors) is interesting. The DM2 has a lower absolute number of synapses relative to the DL5, and in addition has a lower ratio of output‐to‐input synapses, which is mainly due to its reduced number of recurrent output synapses. Functional studies might now address whether these structural differences are relevant for the codification of odor valence.

Support for a modulation of olfactory input at the PN level comes from Mosca and Luo ([2014](#cne23966-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}), who reported different number of postsynaptic densities of PNs across glomeruli. This stands in contrast to the invariant number of synapses formed by OSN types within the glomerular circuitry. To further study the differential activity of PNs, high‐ resolution optical imaging studies using pre‐ and postsynaptic markers in identified neurons (Pech et al., [2015](#cne23966-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}) will help to resolve such an intrinsic PN dynamic processing.

Outlook {#cne23966-sec-0052}
-------

Whereas this study demonstrates that serial TEM sections provide accurate data of great value for the understanding of the synaptic circuitry of the *Drosophila* AL, this approach has the disadvantage of being extremely time demanding. High‐throughput scanning EM such as focused ion beam (Knott et al., [2008](#cne23966-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}) and serial block‐face scanning EM (Denk and Horstmann, [2004](#cne23966-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}) have been proposed as less time‐demanding alternative methods. However, these techniques, if performed on nonspecifically labeled brain tissue, will pose a problem in identification of cellular identity, and thus of identifying circuits.

Only in restricted and well‐known circuits of the fly visual system, with a layered, homogeneous, and stereotyped organization has it been possible to employ serial TEM sections for studies of synaptic plasticity (Rybak and Meinertzhagen, [1997](#cne23966-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"}) and synaptic circuitry (Takemura et al., [2013](#cne23966-bib-0153){ref-type="ref"}) on nonlabeled material. How can we proceed to analyze larger portions of the brain in a reasonable time and with reasonable effort on the synaptic level, simultaneously taking into account the rich context of the microcircuits (neuromodulators, diverse neurotransmitter, electrical synapses) with such high complexity as found even in small invertebrate nervous systems, an analysis beyond the static analysis of the "pure" connectome (Marder, [2015](#cne23966-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"})?

An alternative is genetic labeling in combination with correlative EM--LM, such as array tomography (Micheva and Smith, [2007](#cne23966-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}), which allows retrospective EM (Li et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}) and thus a quantification of identified synaptic populations in larger volumes of neuropil. Synaptic markers (Christiansen et al., [2011](#cne23966-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Mosca and Luo, [2014](#cne23966-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}) in combination with methods such as DenMark (Nicolaï et al., [2010](#cne23966-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}) and GRASP (Feinberg et al., [2008](#cne23966-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}) could be used to detect putative synaptic polarity and connections. Disadvantages of this approach, such as overexpression and accumulation of synaptic markers at nonsynaptic sites, can be overcome by targeted expression using recombinant markers (Chen et al., [2014](#cne23966-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Frank et al., [2015](#cne23966-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}).

Even though classical TEM will be necessary for verification of synaptic connections, in vivo studies on the EM level using genetic markers offer more promise in the future to study experience‐dependent plasticity (Acebes et al., [2011](#cne23966-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). Finally, functional imaging in conjunction with noninvasive in vivo tomography such as lightsheet microscopy (Ahrens et al., [2012](#cne23966-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}) allows for scanning on a large scale and parallel processing in the brain.
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